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The reoort is 1.;::seO. on three separate

1) a. c-Gesti::nnais conoarirJ5: st1;.fintr attitles
and arrival in Gorny vitt those
i=etely hefc)ra ti relro to the 7isited States. In this
evaluation po:),cnr-1 .:7:ets were enolo:ycj in rr the
students in orer. to achieve rather objective statitical
results.

2) a subjective ooil taken at the end of the stuer
junior-year Here the juniors were given the 000rtunity
to voice their opinions on the host c-Yuntry, its educational
system, and the orp;anizati,:..n of their study-abroad 7rogram.

3) a "follow-up" questi70-,,,Pire investiatinF, a 'ear
later, the ret3Jrnees views of tei educational exierience
abroad and the aroblem of re-adjustment to the American scene.

The material used in this study re-)re::ents the acc:umulated
results of the research conducted durin7, three subsec71Aent 'ears
with the Junior Year at narburg, p-enerall7 xithvt
an'attemot to inter?ret the findings. The manuscriot is 108
pages long (double spaced).
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who were zware of the serious 7,robli:17.s arisin n:oa this

development. It was at this tine that Dr. Stephen Freeman

of Uiiddlebury College cautioned:

...the failure of some colleP.os to examine their

objecti-ces and evaluate the results critielly and

realistically, the lack of adequate information

about the forein scene and especially the foreign

educational systems, the pressure of student demand.

and sometimes of faculty demand, the duplication

of effort, the shoddiness of some attempts, and

many other reasons are now creatinz a situation

which in some aspects threatens. to become a national

educational scandal,
1
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Free`.- :a' adp;or,itio:a ha5 often been quoted, as has

his urgent app for :',:c_learch e7,:p r the eclucational

frontier of orz:a izer9 stud' Tn the five years since

Unde7 .'as first published, his warning has

been repeated Toany tir:s at conl?etions and forums. It has

been reiterated in articles and speeches. but only sporadic

attempts have been made to investigate the feasibilit. of

establishing a itandard method for. the evaluation of study-

abroad prorar.is, and these fragmentary endeavors have not yet

resulted in substantial analytic or systematic studies. The

necessity, of working with a new student body every year,-the

turnover in the faculty, and the complexity of other problems

involved have so far made it impossible to prepare the ground

for an extensive research project. Cur institutions seem

to be farther than ever from an agreement on concrete criteria

for the evaluation of existing foreign study programs which

could be utilized in establishing new ones. The discussion

goes on, or rather starts anew,. at almOst -every convention.

The topic of program evaluation appears- on many. an agendat

but so long as the basic problems have not been studied,

attempts to find and formulate universal standards are doomed.

Such an objective can be achieved only by basic and consistent

research, conducted by junior-year-abroad programs with

relatively few fluctuations. They alone may hope for signifi-

cant findings that could eventually point the way toward

common guidelines.

When Millersville State College asked me to serve as

the first resident director of the Junior - Year -in- Marburg,



aid l'ad -f--Y, -ch, vrY 1--''':' v1(-. --, :7: 7-.Jo.:1

of info=tin, .1i 17,ee.. 2; f=.
in te T.Jn, at:

the inpact :7;

Aeric::-1. unisit7y h.id m!:.:J1, ?Il :'ie, It ':ei rzo:cla1;1,2

that a youn .:I=aezic::rn spen. a :11r in Gely wc,uld

underzo .e;Tei'i2nces s.ii::ila-r- to nin,,D. I wr,...1 :!a-ro o-r tl!1 fact

tht a you21!:; inrilvidual go:. in ordor to stuc :-.. at a

foreign university is, no nett;ea: how {Teat his i:3ì erost 3.a

academic matters, fist of all a human beipg. 2,5:. such )'17:

must come to terms with a new environ.ent which, in the

course of nine to twelve months will undoubtedly leave

its mark. This, I concluded, was the simplo, but necessary

basis of all investigations. Consectuntly the changes in

attitude, which most pronouncedly reflect the general

effect of the junior-year abroad on the student's person-

ality, had to be measured and evaluated first. The influence

of the foreign academic scene and his opinions about it

would have to be the object of a secondary, although in

part simultaneous, study.

In order to learn more about the methods used by the

modern sciences in assessing the human mind, I consulted

with the Institute of Psychology at the University of Marburg,

but soon realized that the project I proposed, although of

some interest to the Institute, would not find the active

support I had hoped for -- the Institute was engaged in



- lyrancLes ..r_aro at that time. Tt

offere, com=ncti-:(: r,:.:.c.f.aa.:d
t the

technical p:co of to:?.tir , therefore

decided to e7T11 of col2Da

the stud,:nts' ions a f::77 ftea. arrival in

Germany with. tho shortly e o.r+ i 7he-1 to the

United tec_4..In this st-udy, testins methods

were used in an a:c.tempt to re-a th.72 variou:-... influences

of the eT,viro=,,oi--, on th.. your_-_; 1,1erican by tbeir

reactions to it. Other cuestionnairs were neared to te

stud.entT s perceriD:a of the world around his and his corn--

parison of the host country with his nlative lend. Portions

of these aue.,tionnaires aimed at tabulating the student's

opinion of his new academic surroundings in general and of

his own Junior Year in particular. Since the first Junior-

Year group was scheduled to arrive in Ti,arburir, only a few

days after my first conference with the Institute of Psycho-

3ogy, we were pressed for time but succeeded in drafting

several forms for polling and testing the American students.

gith only minor alterations, the same set of question-

naires was used in three successive years (1965-1966),

henceforth designated as Year or Group I (1963 - 1964),

II (1964-1965), and III (1965-1966). During these three years

the basic structure of the academic study program remained

virtually unchanged. The student enrollment was nineteen

in Year I, nineteen. in Year II, and twenty-three in Year III.

The student bodies were recruited from the same geographical

area (mainly Pennsylvania and other states in the eastern



colu7,e::. C 5:1,d

TIri( all:y 71.7) tur.L10.7:- in t-he

-.Pr-ofal71 I in for

ti entire b:y

material use4 ,tin consists or

1) One quu:,tionnir.... ceeaii svuuty which was

die t.te3 boil at th:7. at the end of -:aoli

acdemic year. :-:07n0 cL-,tic:ns in this fora atteriiT)t ta shed

li;7ht en thu student's -rirsonality at the tinic-: of the two

quc:stionins and to brin6 to the surface psyuholoical obang.es

in him that wore prodced by his stay in Germany Others seek

to determine -ahth,.-r kthe student's views on certain 7)ertinurt

aspects of daily life had broadened or shiftid in focus

during his year in r.aY.burE. In Year 1, studnts gave their

names; from Year II on, complete anonymity of the tested

persons was assured by the use of symbolsibLtead of names.

In order to avoid leadinf; the students, all Questions were

presented in a random sequence. Answers were x,marked on a

line with "Y]:" on one and "NO" on the other end. The juniors

were asked to check the point on the line which corresponded

most closely with their own opinions.

7,x--;r1nles:

full approval:

More Yes than HO: .Y..3 :,; _ _ NO

Undecided: YLS X- NO

nore NO than YLS: YLS X NO

Complete disapproval: YLS X NO



After they eaterd their response, these were

elated on t-J. baois of a five neint divis:ion of the:

scale, :..tendinc, frorl "YL.&' at 1 to "NO" at 5

1.10.--1.2.5 4 5

The resuls of th thre years under cosideration have been

computed and usin the "t-test0 the relative significance

of each reply has been established separately for each

academic year.

2) 21 qu-,2stionnaire with eighty questions, which was given

to the particiTJants shortly before their departure from Mar-

urg. The queetions of this series are quite varied in their

structure, ral4sing from those requiring only a check-mark

answer to these requiring essay-type responses. some of the

questions relate to the same issues investigated in the

comparative study; most of the items, however, refer to

very practical and stecific matters concerning the Junior-

Year-Abroad Proo.ram.

3) Informal surveys, conducted between nine and ten months

after the students' return to America, concerning their

own evaluation of the Study-Abroad Program. These surveys

consisted of discussion questions, intending to register

not only the former juniors' present attitudes and opinions,

but also their retention of lanL;uaL-,e skills and of factual

knowledge, long range personality changes and career outlooks.

4) Supplementary material

a) Student semester reports in the form of short essays

submitted at the end of each semester. Their purpose was to



suzmarize stud.:nt's

to scmti-

ni:6 criticil to

c:murict62.

-I) ._:tand.ard ueo1 in ;:ccHniojcal

stuclie::, of comic ;7o-L7.s, in on attnt to surTlomen the

main. The -rfas usc::u1 only

in a nc as it showed tht n'ch

have no pe.s2tinence aplied to an :acadc22iic grow).

c) A tape-recorded p,^oup discusIL;ion which took 1place a

few days after the arrival of the first '._;roui) and a :a:1:)0ial.

questioning referrint to a nroblem limited tc T.:jar-burg (see

footnote o6) -proved to be valuable as aa acUitionlal source

of more or less marsinal information.



I

The ErJa; majority of the students clutiened had never

been to Lurope befef7, ::zt each one had obviously formed

an opirior about th Old .orld based on onpectations or

preconceptions val.:y derived from the news media. One of

the major objectives o this study was to determine the nature,

extent, and intensity of such preconceptions and then to

-observe and measure the thanes effected by a one-year stay

in Germany.

The question. ttIs mPloritv of the Ger--n People

chauvinistic?" resulted in a striking shift of opinion in

all Three years..The medians of the fifty-eight recorded

answers reEistered at first betWeen 2.50 and 3.00, which

indicates that the participants wore, on the whole, unde-

cided 7.hen they came to Y.arburg. At the end of the year

abroad the cumulative medi:an for the three froups combined

reached 3.71, a distinctly negative reply. Computed sepa-

rately for each individual group, these chan2;es were on a

very significant 3 level in Years I and II and even. registered

extremely significant in Year III.
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"Do -in-.'

tfl.1.1:41

unfcr f, the

sttOentsi t-Ztdc,..aT: to cirLuances

for thtz Third T.ich. con7ictic:11

stronr at th end of each acad,;:nic yr-ar =::nificnt in

Year III only

73-1-,11

natrri?" The ans.:1. of th: junirs suported

this wides-urad both on their arri,ial and prior to

their departure althoula the three-yoar media,is ,:;ith 2.0)

at the first and 1,87 at the second te in reEistered only

a rather hesitant "yes," Only' Group II showed a en

of its previous opinion at the and of the year (vr.y sig-

nificant: 1.89----1.28).

"Is the ay.L.,-e German fricndlv and hospitable toward

Americans ?" On this matter the students remained basically

undecided throuEhout the year with a slight tendency toward

the positive side. Only Group II showed a very definite shift

into the "yes" section of the scale; their "yes" changed from

an almost "undecided" 2.00 to an extrAriely significant 1.22.

The result obtained from this question corresponds almost to

the decimal point to that from another question appearing on

a different page of the same set. The wordihr4 was identical,

except that the phrase "toward Americans" was omitted. This

question can be counted only as a control que6tion, since the

students can naturally be expected to have been subjective
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en,3ugh to inteTprat the cy;.,.stien reference to the..!.2s 7?,;s

.Americas,

nT,

The change of that bec=e ev5(13.a, at th.T,, e:a .?.. of the

academc rene:Ived P

Group II only (3_61-::-.-2.94)-, ;Ltva=0 ly enouh, e differenc

between Cnans an .Lserie%atis, 11,,d at first been e-4:-

pected bo be fairly srartli was consied zi=ewht greater

upon temination of the proGrala. The cu-ulative mediaa re2ai-ns,

however, clearly on the "no" side of the

"Do you r-ermr:nc?" attelApts to doternine the

students' reactions to the opinions they expressed in reply

to the two previous questions. It appeared only in the

questionnaires for the last t7;ogreups. The cumulative

medians of these are a 1.29 and 1.41 "ys," respectively,

showing a minor (.12) shift toward "undecided", which does

not register in the significance test. A comparison of this

result with the opinions expressed more elaborately in other

questionnaires (especially in the ones submitted ten months

after the students' return to America) proves rather re-

vealing (see below).

"Are most Americans 'softies'?" met with indecision by

all three groups when they arrived in Germany. "Are most

Americans 'softies' in comparison with the Germans?" was the

corresponding question at the end of the year. Two Groups

(I and II) had, in the course of their stay in Europe, dis-

covered (extremely significant) that America is by no means

the only nation that has been spoiled by modern civilization:

all responses had moved into the clear "no" section of the



(Gro ES.: 2.50 --- 4.,C6; GU1 III 2;64 --:-, 3,91),

II. Tri.+5

Do c,; cl C.)

t:1 C (XI
. ,

in Lc aer, In the second quesioninr,,s shortly before they

left Europ the wording was changed tol 7ou

D1 e ia 'here? Althogh

this question does .not ask for an opinion or attitudev the

result certainly helps to interpet the subseouent questions

referring to the integration of the young Americans into

the host society. Only Group I seems to have participated in

more extracurricular activities than they had intended to

(this group was much more socially oriented then Groups II

and. III; this,.incidentally, could also be seen in their

somewhat lower academic achievements). In Years II and III

there was a decided and extremely significant gap between

previous expectations and reality (II: 3.39; III:

2.77 3.95). The non-academic sphere appears to have failed

to provide the diversions they had hoped to find.

"Were there. too many social events at your home college

that made it difficult for you to get your work done?" (first

questioning) and "Were there too many social events at Marl-mill

that made it difficult for rou to pet your work done?" (second

questioning). Since these two questions refer to two countries

and since each question appared only in either the first or

second test, the answers do not disclose a change of opinion,



but ma: o it possible to cce t Yhioh

accedIng to the stur2ntc f3C

studyin3 in tho to univorit7- vr-1-1Aes of

Groups IT and ITT sho-J4- ueithr of tse

groups felt that the diversions had 1.),111 nui.crous

enouch to dist7:aot t;no from their

(Group IT: 4,61, Gyou'.-) III: D06), This they :ieported, althouh

much less omphaticajlz, also to be tre of their home collee;es

(Group IT: 3.725. Grow) III 2,64), The 3-)Iticilponts in Year

once again reveald the somewhat unusual character of their

group: they found the social events at home just a fraction

less disturbing than those at Marburg. (home: 4,29, Marburg 4.00).

"If you had to choose roo7qate at ?Jerbu::n,, would you

RaltE a German to an American student? " In all three years

of testing the students would have preferred a German room-

mate. A very sign&ficant change within the "yes" half of the

scale is reported only for Year III (1.18 -;;'P. 1.?7), whiCht

like Year II (no significance rating here), at the end of the

year no longer considered it quite so important to share a

room with a German. In Year I the students' opinion developed

in the opposite direction: more than at the beginning of

the academic year they desired a German roommate (no signi-

ficance rating).

"Do YOU think it at all possible that you will 0.et

married or eng,aged to a German while living over here?"

(first questioning) and "Do you think it at all possible that

y2u would set married to a German if you were to stay here for

another year ?second questioning) These questions were

approached rather reluctantly by all studEats. Although all



Fio" sctin of

Lb,Jy TJit, Tica th ;:cond icn-

J. Chan in C ucc I (3J2:8-,7i.) ;Jad III (:;6 ->2.91)

rohed

a a(]1.11

lour-en of th.:

enroilmun ; aas Th mcber-_,; 0

cc c..' E mt nt at firt thn flen and

hardl corisldr_d it 7:.c.,:i1)1::2 Viat 1.;;L:rr:).- a German.

TIc com7artiv 5C] 3J.0.Th a radi.::al eiE,,ht of

irls who had reord.::d anrs in tb inmdiate

of the "no" mark lat_,r raportin;;; their wialinnss to marry a

German by rzcisterin a th,:cided 'yes in th.: L;cond

Five of th,,:m did not chanac their opinion, and only one movd

from th undecided.' to the "no" mark. kacrm tIc. boys the

findincs show fewer and less radical chano;es but atill reflect

what sec-;m to be widely differing individual, and rather

personal, expe,riencos.

III. RliO_on

It seemed very important to inva;,tiate the religious

views of the American students, since they were brought up

in a country which in general clings more closely to its

religious traditions than do many .32,urop6an countries. Of the

three questions concerning r11ion, two, controllLk each

other, can be considered jointly.

"ATP Americans mori: rcliFious than Germans?" and "Are



-Daral:e

outions; each was asked ,-*; the .ifi..2st af:4. well a5

second (7.luestionje. he T-fe med.:%sms

of the two questfons charaed fre'in and 3.25 in .t.b

beginp.- -a ciee indication. that c1=' studorts not

aware the (3.:.13.riinish rciioui:nes5 of when they

arrived --to a rather low 2.23 .and. 2.18 before thcy returned

to the United States. In both GrouT1 I sn.i II the results

were e:,:-.:;;remely siznificant.

02. to falml-- L. P.
thoy re Inore hone:A than the averr American c)allrnoer,,

brought significant finzs only in Year II (2.28-* 5.11).

According to all particil)onts, however, the American church.

goer is no less honest tNr,, the average German who no longer
goes to church regularly: all replies are a moderate "no",

increasingly so at the end of the year (three-year medians:

2.77 3.11).
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In. all t1-1 years E,t1J7 .:.nost of ti. le stunt..:.; mad

t a tjae scJ.::le in ..est

Gerny.,. May the 21.).cions, , in 'his area are intenaed to

ccmpar attitus or op J.Ls; othefs at measrinr4 i:actual

knowledi the st;udents gaiaed within tha yea-('. It is difficult.

however, to draw a clar-ut bitween. th,2s; two ejecti-,'es,

for all partic :pants were subjc!cted to a broad variet:7 of outside

influences, such as the news medi.L, their teachers, and their

fellow students. It should be noted that the resident director

concbacted a special Junior-Year course dealing with contemporary

Germany and :-raphasizinL,; currant political and social problems.

The students were necessarily influenced in this course not only

by leading newspapers and magazines, which served as textbooks,

but also by the viewpoints and opinions expressed by their teacher.

The questions which follow represent a selection of those

that yielded especially relevant student responses:

"Do you consider Idenauer one of Germany's re sr states-

men?" The second questioning showed a shift from a hesitant "yes"

to a decided "no."' It is extremely significant only in Years II

and III (1.822.94 and 2.09÷5.59, respectively). Adenauer's

image in the United States, unlike that in Germany, has consis-

tently been that of a great statesman, a fact which is obviously

reflected by the students' positive attitude upon their arrival

in Germany. Although Adenauer stepped down in the fall of 1963

following massive attacks, mainly from German intellectuals,

strong criticism continued in 1964-65, when the ex-chancellor



L
,Tr- 70 it: 0 hi

line 1---o:Lieles

fl .:1;) L TIT.

fl. tron.,,; of of

strenLt Uh had sinc,o becomf3 -vide paT tho ,-atti-

tude toward Adenaur (Hrh',-:.:-a was -rorcd I- ren 1,:he fall

of-196c3).

iienle.2" (:','Y[j0-1_

i r23 1,re

d in !,he second

pollin, extrem,::ly siEnificant in Year III (3.05-1.18) and

very sirf.nificant in Year IT (2.e3-:,1.B3) indicates that the

students "did their homework." Thiotrend to a clear "yes" shoes

that they studied the press reports and took note c).' the public

discussions on internal.chanes in the Social Democratic Party.

"222 6'222:hfiliev that a victory of the F.PD over CDU

would be dsirable?" In the first two :;ears after the imple-

mentation of the Junior-Year programduring Erhard's chancellor-

ship- -the weakness of the ruling Christian Democratic Party

became obvious, and there was great demand for a change, again

most eloquently proclaimed by students and other intellectuals.

Academic year Groups II and III once more proved their keen

interest in politics by registering extremely significant

changes from "no" to ''yes" (two- group medians: 3.11-->-2.6l).

When they first arrived in Germany they in all probability

interpreted the term "Social Democratic" as a synonym of social-

ist, i.e. akin to communist (as is still true for many Americans),



an.d can 77:sf:::1:7 be= as.3u17..d the of their opinion

wu.s caued not on17 , the is;:.ues -7.,ith their Germpn

con reporLs about tip,-

rofo= 1.st u. 11:L ar1) the nrucudin

an!'i

of vie

the .

The f77,, Lual the STD. and its turainFr. away from

ori ial 1:,ar2list

s?"

is reflected in th,.7! stud(:'nts' answers,

which in th = Mn" 2,,-ction of the scale in all three

ye r. and bocf)me a mere decided "no" at the end of each year

(three-year meth s 3.e:)u,4.42). There wes no significance in

Year 1, both II and III registered next,-emely signi-

ficant." All but elm of the twenty-two studerits tested in the

third group ind ernclatic ."no" on the questionnaire.

"From veil- oT-erviors is the pvr,rpr-- GPrTa,1 cured of

Hitler?" Even though there is no change of statistical signi-

ficance to report, the fact that the cumulative medians for all

three years und,2r observation indicate only a slight "yes"

response in both tests (2.03 X2.11) suggests that the average

American student was as skeptical in this respect when he left

as he had been at his arrival.

"Do 700 know any important reason why a reunited GermaIly

might not be desirable?" The replies to this question are of

special interest in that they show a change from "undecided"

to "no" in Year I (2.56-73.16) and from "no" to "undecided" in- Year

III (3.482.50), the former being significant and the latter

extremely significant. The differences in the points of view

expressed by the Americans may be attributed to the different
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y=ilitaTism ald f-,7:71on their

fiqatic,n. of f."--:7,77:7?" ID .f.J1 t117?ee tho students' opinions

at the end. of the udy proY'am diff=d only s7.i-,htly from

those thy had haJ the "oeL;innin (th17.:.cc-yar medians 1.97

-7>P.46), SL?..riifirai.: (very) only in Yar II, all of them moved

somf,:wIlat toward "ro' ?-,1t1-.ouh the TnedfLan. still indir.:ates a.

sli6ht overPal It i. unlikely that the parti

cipants had discued thia question with their imericag friena

in their correspondence and it appears eoually improbable that

they were influenced by American news media. The changes

therefore, must be interpreted as a change in the persons

questioned rather than in the American publics whosopinion

they were asked to record. Experience has shown that after about

six months American students are integrated into their new

environment to such a degree that they feel qualified to judge

their host nation as critically as if they were natives of this

country. With the disappearence of initial inhibitions, the

responses to the second questioning seem to reflect the students'

true opinions.

yo g&TIL:e with the American policy on Berlin?" lihen

they arrived in Germany, all three groups were generally in

favor of :iashington's actions in and for Berlin (three-year

median 1.91-%-2.34). Upon termination of the Junior-Year Program

only the median of Group I,witha 2.61 reading, indicates an

extremely significant step across the undecided mark to the

"no" side. In the two other years, the median answers remained
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b1).t t-;..is can -pc)bly -cc tl:ibutc,d to tl-.c If:ct that the wall

wa:, :1-7t.i.vly :')i..rLs and tLi.2 econmic stst;.c of the city still

rata-1:: poor. Th.,, c.ciac: tn ith B=lim-:rs whic this aro141 had

p:::-.avioly c.,sta'blihd -.T.A.e it possible for the studnts to

visit in the hcnes of workers, and their serp.3tr reports show

that these eyLperic.;T:is left an even deeper impression than the

discussion with ast Berlin. students arranged in the 15tter two

years for Groups 11 and III-.
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(-?,uestions t;lis catee.ory seek to i_nvesti.Eate the

students attiteJes in ra2 to certain moral isues. It

was to be expected that- a ye3r of immersion in a society in

which nuritan traditions eeee .1?ectically non-existent and in

which the ninoteenth century "Wirhelminian" thinking has long

been replaced by liberal, unconventional trends would leave

Observable traces. It is also understandable that the young

Americans, many of whom experienced independence from their

parents or student .deans for the first time in their lives,

would not only enjoy this freedom so unfamiliar to them, but

also, at least occasionally, misuse it.

Little or no insight was gained from the question "Do you

think smoking; is bad in zsel'r?" 1;:ost students had not known

any restrictions in their, use of tobacco at home, and the

three-year average mark is, at the beginning as well as at the

end, somewhat on the negative side of the scale (2.88-54-2.97).

Only very slight changes appeared in their responses to

a parallel question referring to alcohol: at the end of the

Junior-Year Program the marks were almost without exception

in the extreme "no" section of the scale as they had been at

the first questioning (4.66-P-4.78). Other related questions,

however, reveal that there was a change in the students'

overall attitude toward alcoholic beverages. The replies to

the following question, for instance, ,are worthy of note:

"Should beer vending machines be placed on American

college campuses?" There are beer vending machines in most of
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was 7-i2tered in -J:e]: I (5.11,27) on tri=1,7-

signifiaat; r7vrsal 'ao" ;c') (7,2 .11) 77as

in Gro-o TIT (tt:is is espoiSily SO ].ce ratio

between frials maleE, teted. in this was fourtan

to eiLpt). The rults in nar II (3.723,17) did not rate

"sinificant."

Even though no significance was recorded avera,-, answers to

the questima. "Gan 7011 QjI. r?" show that the

participants became more accustomed to cOnau!eng alcoholic

beverages (threeyear median 2.19-2.02), and the majority

of them (again without statistical significance) considored

it desirable to teach Americans "how to drinc more morate1./

rather than to abstin" (2.14;>2.04).

Questions concerning the students' relationship with

members of the opposite sex brought morinformative findings

than those concerning the use of tobacco and alcohol.

"Do VOU think that Imeri.can cirls are over.protected?"

The threeyear median, a 2.79 "no" in the beginning, shows

a unanimous shift to a 1.68 "yes", significant in Groups

I and III and extremely significant in Year II. The extremely

significant rating in Year II must be attributed mainly to a

radical change of opinion among the men. A separate evaluation
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of the sees 1.66 de-viai:ion for th
boys and a o..7a. for clear-iy that

;!.;',;ay 1.7,,.1r ny causd rw;st; of man to reevaluate

their , nions about he per.1c6. Americ:rm

or :mu 1-=',7 has n.,ver

ben ou;,--me e?" Grouu III ans7:rcd no

(4.1) to thi s ,,-uestion 2.1,)st unanAmousl-y shortly after their

arrival in uroe, there is virtually no change to be

reported at the _,Id of the year (4.27) . That the girls repre-

sent the majority in this group may account for this reading;

they seem; to be to grant their future husbands more

freedom than the :young men would allow their brides-to-be. A

change that resulted in Group I is the only one receiving

an extremely significant rati:og E3trangely enouah, in this

case the boys took a more decided step toward liberal views

in matters of sex than did the girls ( a change of 0.88

versus 0.55).

flAre, you aaainst promaritl relations?" The three-year

median for the first questioning was 2.69, a mere 0.19 in

the "no" section of the scale. In the second questioning,

however, it increased to 3.9, a very strong "no". Looking

again separately at the two sexes, both men and women of

Group I made equal strides (o.78) toward the absolute "no"

mark. In Year II the males were overtaken by the females,

0.89 to 1.WI, and in Year III (N.B.: the ratio between the

males and females tested was eight to fourteen; in Years I

and II sex distribution had been equal), the girls arrived

at a 4.43 "no" -- leading in the change by 2.08 points as
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A similar revel'sal.

from "no" to "ye`i" (3.22.2.:59) rated si ificant in Year II,

wbjle in Y"7" 7 ansr recded from a weak "no" to the

neutral point of 2.50. The median for all three years also

indicates a divrgonce from "no" to "yes" (2.81-:_e,?.3q). "Are.

you. in Inor o:I co ;

brought almost identical results, although with a slightly'

lower significance rating.

In conclusion, this study seams to prove that confronting

American students with the different views on sexual morality

that exist in Germany ( it is very likely that results would

be similar in other European countries) creates problems and

brings about major changes in the attitudes of young people.

The interpretation of these changes vary widely, but no matter

whether one considers the liberalization of the students'

thinking positively or negatively, the problems connected

with it are serious and deserve extremely careful consideration.
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J:ro v<, pr. 42f. and

63ff.) iill shed 1iEht on the rJubject mattr.

corlarinE intntion and realisation indi-

cats that the hil:;h. hopes for cultural nourishment which file

participants held. when they arriy.3d in Zurape were not satis-

fied. The wordin at the berinning aC the academic year vias,

"Do -,'ou intnd to ec to concerts of classical music as often

as possible. duri, your stt-II in Gerry? " This was followed

up by, 'Did you c7o to concerts of classical music as often as

possible duripour stay in Gor7,.anv?" The three-year median

shows that the expectations or intentions of the average

student were not fulfilled; indeed, the shift was from 1.49

on the affirmative side to 2.94 in the negative half. An

extremely significant rating is recorded in Year III, with

a divergence to 3.32 from a hopeful. 1.54.

The overall rating of the auestion"-pg like to see

plays and oreras?" indicates that the young Americans' taste

did not experience a radical change during their stay in

Germany. significant tabulations were made only in Years I

and II (significant and very significant-, respectively), but

strangely enough, they were diametrically opposed: in Year I
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more at th end of the academic year (1.70 than in the

1nninz (2.0F,). Yost of th studants likod rock'n'roll

when they first arrived, and Group I reacha a very sinificalat

ratill6 at th,, ends with a shift from a Very near1:7 "undecidd'

2.44 to an indubitable "y0s" at 1.72.
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for indenem nt ...T2serch than 1-.1-1.=. America,- )1 se system- dnes?"

The cumulative medians of both questions are almost ideTl.ti cal:

a relatively strong "yes" (1.51 and 1.64). This, believe,

does not necessarily indicate that the American students con-

sideredthe German universities better than the American institut-

ions from which they came. It does, however, show their

preference for the German system at the time of testing. In

evaluating these data, one should not forget: (a) the juniors

sent to Marburg were a select group and came better qualified

for independent study than most other American undergraduates;

(b) some of them did not realize that the greater freedom

they enjoyed was expected to be matched by more responsibility.

Implicit in the question, "Is the Huropean lecture system

conducive to studyincr more intensively than the American course

syE..?" is the challenge to rate both systems according to

quality rather than to indicate a preference for either one.

The median answer of the three-year period, originally a weak

"no" (2.65), became a very strong "no" (3.47) at the end of
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Alt11:::uh. I expr-cted

unequivocal and basically uniform answers to this cuestion,

answer marks in all three years were so scattered that only

Year III records sinificant (ver:y) change from a 3.59 "T10"

to a 2.23 "yes." An insiL;nificarft change was reported from a

1.72 "yes" in Year II to a 2.56 "no," The cumulative result of

all throe years showed a relatively minor shift from the "unde-

cided" mark to a weak "yes`' (2.49-,*2.22). Individual differences

among the students' preferences may account for this outcome;

the significance of Year III was undoubtedly caused by the

female majority in the group, which was relatively timid at

the beginning of the study program and became more courageous

in the course of the year.

"Is the German 'Cr7mnasium' scholasticall7 superior to the

American hi021 school?" The American students had previously

learned of the good ouality of the secondary schools in GerLlany

which are still based on the elite system. Their year abroad

confirmed this opinion. Initial and final responses were

in the "yes" half of the scale, and there was virtually no

difference between the two cumulative means (1.65->1.63).
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A:Teri l 1.1 ELL in Years IT and

III were aced this cuestion loth ;,:roups 1).1:fore going

abroad that the -r German counterparts would he older than they;

their median stns'.. `ors at the be:7-1-1,-,. of the academic year

correspond to this knowledge; a 1.74 "yes' is listed. Replies

at the end of their, stay (7.broad moved a little closer to the

neutral mark of the scale (1.96)s which may indicate that the

students had gained more confidence in themselves. Deviations,

reported did not rate "significant."

Changes seen in the answers to another question, however,

received an extremely significant rating in two years and a very

significant rating with the third group. When first asked the

questions "Do you think that German students work harder than

American students?" the juniors in Year I, polling a strong

"yes" (1.50), apparently highly overestimated the diligence

of German students, but altered this opinion markedly, as is

reflected in the decided "no" <3.05) of the second questioning.

Similar results, although not quite so emphatic, are seen in

Group II (2.28? 3.33) and Group III (2.23-7).3.68).

"Do you sometimes think that the average German student

knows boruch more' than y211?" For none of the groups can a

significant change of opinion be reported. The three-year

medians show a minor shift from 2.11 to 2.08 and hint that the

average Marburg junior did not deny the superiority of the

native students, but considered his knowledge to be only

slightly inferior to that of his German counterparts. As the

replies to the preceding question prove, our juniors did not
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rn from a docid'26. "no' (3.69) to an

even straner 'no" (4 0) bcar no ificance rp..t-in but

proves. that the I-apes and .ct<iti of our students were

not disappointed. The problem of inte7ration into the academic

world of the German university will ba disc,asscd again in

another section of this study.

"Are German students cr.-(1,,,rall7 narruw-

minded?" Our juniors held their German contempora-ries in high

esteem when they arrived : they attested to their broad-

mindedness by polling a strong "no" (3.67) to the above question.

They learned to respect them even more during their year's stay

in 1,,arburg, which is indicated by a cumulative median of 4.00

at the second questioning. Group I recorded an extremely signi-

ficant change from 3.39 to 4.27,

"Are American students more internationally-minded than

German students?" According to the initial replies to this

question German students are considerably more interested in

international affairs (3.72). This opinion prevailed even more

pronouncedly at the end of each session (4.08). An extremely

significant rating vas registered in Year I (3.78-4.33). The
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of F.,:cL-irate

our

students thir on.j..c:no in regard to this

mat-L7, t , ely ;rth 1.nentioill

At 'bon qu cL TDeriods the three r4rou-pc were convinced

that German students are alL-los if not quite as democratic

in their vi:::ws as they thems Th. absence of statistical

siEnificance and the -orcai_Tlity o: the neutral mark of the

scale do not warrant an attempt at expLanation-

"In vie7r of tha fct thnt there are many foreiF,n stude,nts

GIony. do you cx.Dect to find. racial discrimination amorw,

German students?" (first cluestipning) and "....did you find

racial discrimination arlun German stu:)ents9" Coming from a

country with definite and serious racia problems, our juniors

had ex7cected to find little or no discriyLination against

students of other races in LIarburg, an opinion that may in

part have been caused by German press reports which are generally

highly critical of existing prejudice in the United States.

During their year at Marburg, our students discovered, that

visitinq students of other races are discriminated against in

Germany somewhat more frequently than they had expected. The

cumulative median remained on the "no" side but diverged from

an initial 4.05 to a much weaker 2.88 at the end of the

academic year. The findings were very significant in Years I

(3.67--2,66) and 3.09) and extremely significant in

Year II (4.33 -7-> 2.89) .



In re and to social fr (sorori.ties do not

flas the reputation of bein one of t,ha most

conservative univeries in Germany.-- Tt is estimatef that

abojz;thirt:i -percent (exact figures are not avaiable) of all

male students are mm-o,-3rs of traditionod fraternities, many

of which are influ.enced by rip;ht-winE.

77.710 meml,.::rs of 2rnities

are far tracjtonejicts?' AlthouFli one of tile juniors

(in Year I) became a member of a traditional fraternity and

others attended fraternity meetings and parties as guests, the

three-year median, initially a 3.37 "no", remained virtually

aachanged in the final questioninR; (3.34). A very significant

rating was found in Year III, when the originally strong "no"

answer (3.45) drifted close to the'5mdecided" mark (2.68).

This result stands in contrast to the trend, however insipid-

ficant, toward a stronger "no" in Years I and II.

"Do moo consider members of German duelling fraternities

immature?" Again a significance rating, this time extreme, was

tabulated only in Year III, when the median answer of 3.09

shifted into the "yes" half with a 2.00 reading. The three-year

median dropped from a strong 3.14 "no" to an almost "undecided"

2.55. In connection with this question and the immediately

preceding ones it must again be pointed out that the majority

of Group III consisted of female students.

"Are German conservative fraternities a potential threat

to democracy?" The relatively strong 3.28 no," which became



st-21.2 at tLLe on.: of the (5.55), as indicated

by thQ midian CO be ocj,cal ccinsecluerce of

the stud,Jntif Ln oristion:

sinc 7.172::., of cof.15:.ieri,,T fratnities qre iftmature,

their o:1 trc'aL;e thQ democratic form of

goverent, si:z.::ificance is reported, but statistically all

71M,A-C)S t.siad ._Isponard in E:;sentially the same manner.

distrQet their

nerfuer :f'ea i3ud;,0?" Only Year 11 shows that our students

learned enout aQut German fraternities to chane their nega-

tive to a :,)ositive standpoint (3.287>2.17: extremely significant).

The overall median also chr,nQd from a 2.92 "no" to a 2.31 "yes"

rat inn,.

The last cluestion in this series makes a direct comparison

between conditions in kmerica and in Germany. "Do American fra-

ternities need reforminq as much as German fraternities?" The

medians for the three years9 2.712.89 (none of the individual

yealsindicates a significant change) reveal the general consensus:

American fraternities are not quite so bad when Measured against

the traditional German fraternities.
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A queionnaire cmtitied "Pra va!luation" was dis-

trbuted amun7 the juniors at the end of their ra'spective

academic years toethr with the follow-up questionnaire of

the com-oarativ test. As stted above this form contained

eiffnty cluei_ons of rather di-versified structure: some of

them recuired a. "yes' or a "no" answer, some a percentage

ratinq, some a numerical estimate, and others a comment. This

project did not attempt to tabulate objectively the changes of

opinion that occurred in the course of the year, it rather

registered the students' own subjective assessments of their

standpoints and of the degrees to which these were altered or

modified during the preceding ten months. In addition, many of

the questions aimed simply at s6liciting comments from the

students concerning the organization of their Program.

dith only occasional modifications, each of the three

groups was confronted with the same questions, and most replies

can be viewed cumulatively. As in the comparative test, quest-

ions originally presented to the students in a random sequence

are here organized according to subject matters.

I. Sublective Effects on the Individual

"Fas the proc,ram been a success for you -oersonallz?"

This queti.on elicited a "yes" response from fifty-six students,

while two entered "no," and one remained undecided.
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wenty-nine; "ex.c6d' ea T:rai!-3 avrpantly rather poor

rr-sult losr,; nuc-L of its discolAra7, r if one looks

at Year.1. e:a I, sepely- eleven out of t::Le .1-ineteen students wer

dissatisfied with their proficiency ih Ge.7.- In order to

institute the Program most .._ften :Ia the :L..11 t_ froup had

been udmitted Emfficient conration orr tlieir academic

background. One should, therefore, not be startled by the fact

that so few of them were satisfied with their preTxess in the

language, and that one of the two best students commented. under

"General Suggestions," "1 think that the most important improve-

ment that could be made is a more careful screening of students

according to academic ability. to

"How much everyday German do you understand (in percent)?"

Group I averagedeighty-eight percent, Groups II and III

arrived at ninety percent each.

"Do you speak everyday German with fr,reat ease, with ease,

or hr.ltinr--37?" "aith great ease," sixteen; "with ease,"

thirty-eight; and "haltingly," seven (four of whom were from

Group. I).

"How much academic German do YOU understand (in percent)?"

Group I averaged seventy-six percent, while Groups II and III

both agreed on eighty-five percent.
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n Tc,u- f,;reat ese";

twenty-five, "with ee"; end twenty-seen, "haltinly." The

largest nu.1.7.TDer (,::,leven) of th7 judgih themseive:.; as speaking

1-laitin,71y in such discussions arr, from Greu-e. TIT, while Group

rec,listered nine, and Group II, seven. This rather unexeected

result may b traced to the higher academic demands Group III
had set for itself as well as to the greater shyness within

this predominanfly female group,

"Do .v,,, elie,7e that you 1-birk in (7:1=YST If Yes

did you first nr)tice it?" Forty-eight marked the "yes,"

eleven the "no." On the average, thinking in German was first

observed by the students after five or six months of their

stay in Germany.

"Do vou Pr-ad German with ease?" Fifty-seven reported "yes,"

while only two answered "no." "hen did you befLin to read German

with ease?" Most participants noticed it at a time between six

and seven months after their arrival in Marburg.

"List up to five books--other than textbooks--which you

have read during the vear." Books by Brecht, Frisch, Durrenmatt,

Nietzsche, Thomas Mann, Kafka, and Schiller were among those

most frequently listed, while other authors mentioned included

Boll, Rilke, Spengler, Borchert, Hochhuth, Stifter, AnneFrank,

Buchner, the Brothers Grimm, Ginter Grass, and Karl Marx.

vou get as much pleasure from reading German books as

you do from En7,1ish books?" "Yes," fifty-two, and "no," seven.

In connection with the language skill, the "German-only"

rule of the program requires special attention. Beginning in.
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Yer 1, all stuntzi to nc)thin 1.t Gerinan,

even an tA.:ves at ;Al In fact, hyquite
willinly /7z7-itten nied to that e7'fct. Th%.ir

ti;nacd out to be one of

the ooQt controvial decisions of the entire

stu(71ad Etudents Eenerally enthusiastic

about the ida acid adherd to it so long as they were energetic

enual--.:Inich in scuo cases apraied only to the first few days.

AS resident director, I very frequently discussed this issue

with the stu:lents, and when we fully realized the fundamental

difficLjties that the pledge involved, we abandoned it, at

least in its written form, in Year 11. Students were still

required to speak German at all times, but during the remaining

two years of my residentdirectorship, the "Germanonlyu rule

was not enforced viQ:orously, nor were penalties introduced

(as is the case with at least two other programs in Germany).

It is revealing to see the students' answers to the questions

relating to the "Germanonly" rule:

"Did you aeLlc TInzlish within the P;roup almost always,

often, or almost

All groups combined Group I only

Almost always 8 4

Often 26 12

Almost never 25 3

As can be seen, the results of Group I deviated considerably

from the average results. It is unlikely that this can be

ascribed solely to the negative effect of the written pledge.
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The establiElhed fc.cct th3s was academically weaker

i",.h tile 1:loy JecisivE; factor for the

students' la:z_.it7 in. thei.r spea habits,

the most

b" The gr-at majority ente7r.c "at the end of the year";

some listed "at CbTists time"; a few reportd "at the 7..eEinning

of the year," !S me. of thE, T'(.)asons cited 5_31 the comments

fat is frustration, aad homesick:ness.

"Do Yon beli the wri-

helpf=?d a c.,;:7-:,-!at deal 2 somc,7.

nieda bas

or not at all?" was asked in

Year I only. Seven replied, "not at all"; twelve, "somewhat";

no one of this group reported that the pledv..e had helped

"a great deal,"

After the written pledge was given up, the words "written

German-only pledge" in the above question were replaced by

"German-only rules". beginning with Year II. Consequently,

the following replies in regard to the usefulness of the German-

only rule are from Groups II and III only: "Not at all," two;

somewhat 9 seventeen; "a great deal," twenty - two.

From the failure of the written pledge I cOncluded

that : :a2a3+' kind- -cif .pledge c an. only be effective if conveyed

psychologically by appealing to the students' reason, and I

refrained from reprimanding the offenders, limiting myself to

the positive approach. The result was more rewarding, although

still far from perfect.

"Did you have more close friends in the groual. amok German

students, or amonpi students from other lands?" Some of the



st-o.dc:nts p.odified Ch .niyy'; o:f2 thir; aol clos L;ince those

made no Or=1C:3 ca]: -'7,10 be to have had vario7:s

opinion, all of d:_srEardid in

the evaluati= o2L' th::? rcplie. croups thirty-two

had more frieds cr_;1; 1,12.er: in th::! zroo_p, t7onty-sevaa

amonz Gerr!aa, jur,ors p7,7:r-rd studonts from other

lands.

"DjA :Tou n:;11 aq a!,s; mor than at home?"

Twenoy-three ans7ered "not as much"; s,..:venteen, "as ch"; and

twenty, 'more. " Seventeen of those who had fewer dates than at

home, were boys, while thl.rteen of the cO.ris and only six of

the boys reported hztvinG more dates than in America. Although

it should be noted that female students are in the minority at

German universities, age may be a far more important factor:

American juniors are considerably younger than most German

students, and this obviously put the American boys at a disad-

vantage.

"How maustudents do 7ou say 'du' to?" It is well known

that the more conventional address ("Sic") is commonly used

among German students at the university level. Only very close

friends replace it by the familiar "du", usually after a fairly

long acquaintan3e. As a rule, the older person suggests the

change to the younger. Since our juniors were among the youngest

occupants of the dormitories, it can be assumed that their

German counterparts took the initiative in crossing the line.

It can, therefore, be cQnsidered quite significant that the

average Junior-Year student was on the "du" basis with about

twenty-two Germans at the end of the year.
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71i-iich, a: r.Entionc:d

a've, was ,:ery , -olarined. to 27-zain

tuch with but in .

the Lromp t1:ce were t.re:J who did. not ::atend to correpond

Cl ccnte rcr:rics The m.Terae number of

all thrye Ereaps was about six.

12L 7n- vi7it?" Extremes are

repnted by fic srt.ents w10 vlsitPd none and four other

students who clai to have been guests of ten or even more

German families. The avraco number of families visited by

individual memb-:::s in all thre :Tears was 3.5. If this figure

seems low, one must take into account that tile population of

Marburg in the years 1933 to 1966 was only 48,000 as against a

student population of approximately 8,000.

"Were you satisfied with 1ivint7; in a dorm or would You have

pleferred to live with a family at least for one semester? " Thir-

ty-two were completely satisfied with the arrangements made for

them by the Program--they lived in the university-operated

dormitories. Thirteen would have preferred a change after one

semester, and fourteen, given a choice, would rather have stayed

with families from the beginning.

"Were -.ou homesick? If yes, when?" It is understandable

that Group I, the socially most active group, had the lowest

incidence of homesickness with three, whereas Group III, with

its female majority, reached a maximum of nine. For all three

years combined, a total of thirty-seven "no's" stands against

twenty "yes's," Among the comments by those who admitted to



hemeickness werc.I., "only wlirsn I had love! o--:oblems.'," "at Ch.1-Istas

tire" "in the bc.,.i7innin," "s71-lortly oo re leavirg," ae.

was sick.

eveT chcor-,. to

live in Gurmanz?" T3kJr:-cne aflr.L!ative; ciOaten

were n:ativ:. DiAyirr; the tie years .these cficm.lnr;s,

at least sir of the former 1:farrbu studunts have made, or are

plannin to mato, their pernent; hca in Germy; at least

twenty have returne,a to :.:eaturis ;;ad othr German cities for

temporary stays.

7 7tht r, culture,)-1
if D (7,11

of the host crntr'T?" 7orty-five answeed "yes"; fiften, "no."

Comments among those who answered "no" included: "I was 'always

a Member of an Am=ican group, always reminded of my nationality,

considered. en 'Auslnderin"; "Didn't adapt enough, too damn

American. " The only comment accompanying a positive response

was, "Yes, as a connoisseur." Even though the environment of a

German university perhaps does not supply the best opportunity

for Americans to become familiar with everyday German family

life, it provides an almost ideal situation for natural contact

with German students and an opportunity for genuine assimilation

into university life with its special atmosphere. As the replies

to this question suggest, our students had no difficulty in

adjusting to the academic and cultural life of the host country

and in becoming part of it.

"Have you chaned Your professional Plans?" Fifteen of the

sixty students answered "yes" to this question, forty-two

answered 'no," and three were not sure. The following comment



sl:,71s to have a cor-ialn U.S.-ow

to stick to C...r.mni:::tics." A to

Marbur. Lac]. teher
wrote: "1 rali7,e now I w:nid nc,t, p111-::pa2c:d to
tea,:;Ja of 1:c-1_ The cr
effect of the -,year A;3.

up in te air, but teachl7r.; for the first; tirl(J."

C.. th E:tudents )Jrioctain. thoy arl'ived

in G,3=ny and wore qually lancrtain. bhcr th o 1,,ft, The

answer' "ys" WPS cb_e.cked "no' thi.fty

.ts:o stu,'Lents did not re-Dly at all. There is no sure way of

establishing the number of participants in the larburr- year
who initially intended to bcometeachers of In order

to be accepted by the Prram, many of those who were not

sure stated on the application form that they were candidates

for the teachins profession. The students' semester reports

and the follow-up questionnaire (see below), however, justify

the assumption that German or related fields came to play a

more important nart in the professional thinking of many

students only at the and of the Marburg year or even during the

year following their return to America.

"Did the difference in moral aid relirdous values brin

about a chane in your own attitudes and oiAnions?" The tabula-
.

tion of the "yes" and "no" answers to this question resulted in

a near tie: thirty "yes," and twenty-seven "no," and three

"undecided." If one compares these data with the ones obtained

from questions referring to morals in the first part of this



study (see pp. 21-23), the value of .the psychol question-

naire b-comes more obvious. :1-1en asked to judge for himself

vihtiler or not; his oninions have chaaged, the polled person

i,,tenerally shows a lack of.objectivity. 'ihen forced to I'Pgite,-

his opinions lacer, by markinR them on a scale, he makes

it possible for a neutral statistician to read and evaluate

the changes that really occurred.

The few questions of the comparative study referring to

the arts (see p. 24f.) furn!Lsh no clear indication as to whether

or not the students experienced any gains or losses in this

field when studying _-:broad. Concerning this matter, this report

must rely on the more subjective results of the "Program.

Evaluation" questionnaire:

"Have you developed more int'erest and understanding for

the fine arts, the theater, and music?" With regard to the fine

arts, fifty-two answered "yes," and only six reported "no."

There were two abstentions. "I was interested all along, but

increased my knowledge about it," was the only unsolicited

comment.

With reference to the theater, fifty students replied "yes,"

and only six reported "no." Music, which was never included

among the Junior-Year special courses, received forty-seven

"yes's,". ten "noW and three abstentions.

One question asking the students to list cultural events

they had attended during the year drew so many different

answers that it would be impossible to list them here. They

.ranged from visits to the most familiar German and European

museums to such international events as the documenta exhibit



o!..: -,-.1,-..=..,-.,-2.:::. art f17-..'orri. camb,.:..r IL-s::.F.:.ic E-.T:.-..-:-Jony, and oT)era to

jazz, a-e.r7i. from Sta-,:y...--..c.re ;.:-.:7-,.i (70-:.,.the tr: DU1.f,2nr,-tatt anJ io.1.-esc...o.:

j..n

0:7-11:1 IA Year I 7;as t-,le

(.1-atin Thras:.: in tbis w,':.:-, r.la fifn of this nroup of

ninn -,elie.,1 ts: 01.,1 Juior-fc±r,.r Col es to have be-ri

more 7.-fi_ta-1):le tn t-,11ci iui. 1...,-ctures. In. Years II and.

III th e ii.aestion .y:: r-..,phrsed in s-:.] C. a way as to evaluate the

tvo tyoe. of cours se-oay in each of no two semesters,

Of Grou.o II, thirtn students assessed the university lectures

as more v.):1:table to t1i3L in the second semester, t-velve con-

siclered the Junior-Year courses essential, but only for the

first semester; three students su1)divide6 the Junior-Year

courses, distinguishing between those offered in the first and

second semesters. Only two thought that the JImior-Year courses

had altogether been more effective than the university lectures,

even in the second semester. aimilarly in Year III, the over-

whelminq majority asserted that, in the beginning they gained

less from the university lectures than from their special

courses: fifteen voted in favor of the Junior-Year offerings

during the first semester, only four preferring the university

lectures, while another four were unable to arrive at a decision.

For the second semester the university lectures received seven

teen and Junior-Year courses only five favorable votes.

These responses seem to indicate that during the first

semester 'of study at the German university, our American students

had acquired sufficient confidence in their linguistic and

academic abilities to rate their intellectual gains from the



university lectilre in the secco,ni.1 ,lester ire:_ then those

derived from :;-reci,,-:;1 c..-J1).rs(2.s. rf c;-.,11 for compari-

son with the of th,? tw.7) Ta,E;tion5;

or

LI_ f-rf.

_ments?" Tn ail three years, thiri studntq

favored the German arld only thirteen the fm::ric _ system; eiptht

were und:,:cidd. This choice is in areement with Ghe results

obtained from the Precedjn question. 2ince in the first

semester our student,_ were supplied. with tutors for the most

difficult lectures and snoraJically in the second semester,

these lectur. were more profitab:1,e to thee? than to many a

German student, Pride in their indeed remarkable academic

progress may have contributed to their preference in this

matter.

"Do yaa expect to be nleased, satisfied, or dissatisfied

with 7011r home college after this year?" Only six replied that

th-y would be pleased, seventeen expected to be satisfied, and

thirty-seven to be dissatisfied with their home colleges. It

must be stated that these findings cannot be taken as a

quality rating of the two university systems. The students'

written semes.uer reports suggest a rather critical attitude

toward several aspects of the German university system,

especially toward its main pillar, the academic lecture. If,

in spite of that, they seemed to prefer the German over the

American system, their replies on the questionnaire may have

been influenced by other factors: their great respect for the

intellectual standard of their German fellow-students (who,



tjsteml 7-oreat

c ryride

in their 1j.IJIJitic -)ut not

L!nd :;o(2a1 fro:q they

enjoy,3d.

"Do. Z:=L1 g2:)1u77

for r-.7.tra-collTarl _ILL.. Se-vn

participants Grou:ps I and IT It fourteri. is Group III

entered marks beld the "not anou,h. Altliouh the

Prowram arranged some Nti:rIg of t.ae grour Grman Pro-

fessors, th3 young Americans still bad l'aon to he frilatrated

as such coylrimnication 1pf..twen teachers and students was thu

exception rather than the rule. This is a very common pheneno-

non5 however, at all German univ,,::rities and is, of course,

felt more keenly by American undergraduates than T'y native

German students.

"Did you have to stuclv harder in Ainca or Germany?" The

majority of all the groups (a total of thirty-six) rated the

requirements at their American home colleges as more demanding

than those at the German university. A total of eibhteen

apparently were more industrious in Germanylwhile six were not

sure or modified the question in some way.

Although the following questions are of the type that is

often employed by reporters, i.e. somewhat vague, the:%, shed

light on the students' thinking and may help to interpret the

replies to some of the more specialized questions.



, "1-4 r r- r ( ? t ..mong the

noQative corrnin t1-1 er.mnt.r7 wc the

bad weathc-r G=.:!rran cities, th.:= some-

times low quality of th F! food, and ilva1q1 health facili-

ties. RcardinL; pf,:or)1!?, the If:111c.Ar, Toints were listPd

most fr,:,quently: roerve, forality or even sn(,:bloishness on

the pert of the Grmarlich made it difficult to gain friends;

materialism brought about by the comfortable standard of living,

and the provincial, narrow-minded attitude of a:nail-town

(Marburg!) people, often expressed in extreme thriftiness,

obstinacy or rudeness toward foreiFners. Criticism appearing

less frequently included. conservatism, a tendency toward excessive

generalization, and indifference to internal politics. One

student suggested, "If you take the negative characteristics

of Americans and enlarge them, you have the Germans." It must

be said, on the other hand, that the same student made a some-

what more positive statement when confronted with the following

question:

"What pleased.you most in Germany with reFard to (a) the

couaLLy and (b) the people?" His comment was, "Potentially, the

Germans are the nicest people in the world."

The bulk of our juniors seem to have been impressed, above

all, by the beauty of the German landscape. The words "landscape"

and "scenery' appeared again and again, followed closely by

laudatory remarks concerning the unusual synthesis of tradi-

tional and modern ways and the abundance of cultural opportu-

nities. Last, but not least, many students listed aspects



..soda -d. with the Gern word the ev

present Dossi-biliy for hi::

foLk costumes, and trio "woncrf)D.

tradincial

city of

PDequently the stunts charcte-r-3. thc, pei- as

urdersta

Thc,se Mities coTLeleented by 7c-mrks about the intel-

ligence of the. porile, '6ap.ir divers 4-_ .hei intrest

worldwide affairs and in the field of culture, l\s one miZat

expect, the word "industriousness" was not emitt,?d from the

list.

and to holy).

ir

"Have 701 discove 3(1 ap-txf., an-nrciation the

States has chand in any w:3.7?" Out of the three groups under

investigation, only six students said that their appreciation

of America had not changed, whil6 three were unable to make up

their minds. The remaining fiftY-one added to their "yes" a

variety of comments, and it is interesting to note that the

students of Year II, almost unanimously, came to like the United

States more during their stay in Germany: "There is no place

like home." "America does have cultural greatness: authors,

orchestras, painters, to be proud of "Little things I took

for granted I will now appreciate more." "We must simply be

prouder of America, realizing ours is a superior society."

"I'm much more aware of its influence and place in the world

and proud and happy to be an American."A few students reco-.

nized America's role as a leading, world power and some of

them (academic year 1964-65) even devoted a sentence to the

war in Vietnam, calling it an unavoidable responsibility of

. the United States.



The acivants of th Lmerican 0.(11 were mentioned

several times: the 2;rer op;:ort:ullities for closer cone acts

amen students and tchc3rs as 77-1.1 as for sports and extra-

curricular activities. But the collee was alo contrasted

the greater liberty and hi:;the:.- schela8tic standards of

the German ti:aivereity.

The greateEtnunber of skeptical comments was found in

Ye az I: 1'37 know now that Arerica is not the world." "I realiae
how sDoiled I a221.America is a land of steaks, cars, and hot

showers ." "I finally have been forced to realize that not

everything the US is doing is worthy ofpraise." In spite of

these critical remarks, it is evident that most of the students--

even in Year I--learned to appreciate and love their native

country more than before. One student felt that he was now

much more willing to defend his country because he so often heard

it criticized. No matter whether the participants of the Study-

Abroad Program became more appreciative or more critical of

the United States, the following student comment certainly

expresses what all of them may have realized: "I never knew

how much American I really am.



Thus far invaLti ia

retort could 1c), aT?pliod to c,:rcul-) as wc11 aa

to othr acadnic, proj;1:.aD,

remainizI 1-u..-ticn.s of thi.:; u: . raLro the other nand.,

were reared to the

Program in Ma:ehi Day, 1-17/h of intst

and value to intutions in. ;:i.t;ute nrorams in

Germanj Or oth,= ,..;uropean ceuntrie.s, sine inny of tho basic

issues pertainin to unifvPradu, abro ad are of

simil:n.r nature.

This experimental evaluation is primarily concerned with

finding the facts. Practical conclusions and workable guide-

lines for future study--abroad programs can be established only

by incorporating the results of very extensive general research

with the objectives pursued by the study-abroad programs of

individual institutions. There is nonetheless, one prerequi-

site of universal validity that our investigation shows to be

applicable to every program, no matter what the findings of

future research may be participants must be selected with

utmost care and caution. This axiom has been a commonplace

principle for a long time, familiar also to the initiators.

of the lAllersville Program in Earburg. However, like all

programs sponsored by relatively small institutions, we ini-

tially faced a serious problem in the recruiting of students.

iere was no reputation at home or abroad that could be uti-

lized in promoting the project. In order to institute the



it 7:!.-!.s -.,-1,3ery to

in. etn f'7.7.,2-: :1965

of in-27,:covt t-11

Q f Dartici: in n.o ar_.,o1o7

is led for the t-): a

1_:ar 1.

t i3:7.ronc: core -

(1))

an.ri (c) vri.t,11 r,-roli17)" That part-

icioants in Year I rlized their ov,n shortcorpins, is evidcnt

from the following fiu-r.es: ten arlsw:red "Do" with regard to

academic abilities (eirbt relied "yes"; one abstained),

eleven answered "no" with reard to maturity (eight recorded

"yeci"). There was little doubt, however, about the particioante

ability to live with a groui): fourteen responded with a "yes,"

five with a "no." The opinions of Groups II and III about

their own academic qualifications indicate a noteworthy improv'e-

ment in the selection of students: twenty-seven of forty con-

sidered the screening to have been careful enough; thirteen

disagreed. The problem of maturity remained a critical point

throughout the three-year period, which may, in part, be explained

by the relative youth of the American juniors. Only fourteen

of the forty considered the students mature enough, while

twenty-six did not concur with this view. Like Group I, Groups

II and III found no major difficulties in living amicably with

their fellow students: twenty-eight judged the other partici-

pants to be capable of living with the group, . and only twelve

did not share this opinion.
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stdents' surFtins to these

problems parallel the opinions of ncot educorF. ThE. major:;ty

of the juniors proposed a minimum of two, c); as as

three or even four years of collog Copc--rnin:-1-,the grade

average, only a few considered as average of lees tall B

acceptable; occasionally a C-1- or an A was suRgostd. With

regard tc a nuitable formula for determining the personal

stability of applicants, our students proved to be as incapable

of makinfz feasible suagestions as were the administrators.

Comments indicate that the participants themselves -reconiz,,,d this

as the most vital criterion for the selection of students.

Some of the recommendations included: "Acc_jyt students only

after personal interviews," "careful study of their autobio

graphy," "careful psychological testing," and "specific

recommendations from professors."

"Did the honor system work?" Answers and comments to this

question reveal that this issue is closely related to the

students' maturity. Because of the lack of a campus and because

of the general liberty our juniors enjoyed, the honor system

was applicable only on tests and examinations. In Year I, thete

were eighteen positive replies and only one negative. In Year

II the group was unanimous with a "yes" count of eighteen,

whereas Group III recorded "yeS" fifteen, and "no" seven times.

In interpreting these results, one must take into consideration

that many studentS (approximately fifty percent) had never



o-.1' an honor The

thref(.,re, 21'11 u: 1-ndLd" t end

reark "ylot for "it

necJded,' :Ln CrJe rules of the :Prou.ram,"

Among the !).es.ns dc:a]inc, witii sm,:cific aspcts of the

refirrod to t1:5, orintation neriod.

;lc were c;';Decially illtrcztcd in. tho E.,tu.ents1 rictions to the

oriinal P1 .P. of currici)lum W.11 01 Tro-vided a second phase

of the orinttion Drogeid duriru the Eqyrinr;: recess, Prom the

very beinning,stuclent om)osition to a second orientation period

71-id been quite stron. shortly before the end of the first

semesters Group I voiced its criticism in an open discussion

with the resident director, and it was agreed not to confine

our students to study halls while aoproximately ninety percent

of the German students left for recreational purposes. Moreover,

this six-week recess was the only available time for extended

independent travel, a very important portion of the entire

experience abroad. Consequently, the original plans were aban-

doned, but all three groups were asked:

"Do you think it good to have the entire orientation

session in thu fall in order to keep March and April _free for

indeuendent travel?" Forty-six in all three years voted against,

twelve in favor of an extra session in March and April.

The year in Germany included a number of compulsory field.

trips of varying length. Two of the long excursions scheduled

in each of the three years were bus trips to the Harz Mountains



and to Berlin. 0-1- the asautie%n that most .1)-rticipant would

their snrinE-, vaoatin to trvel soutn Find sc:c the more

sonic Dortiorio of Gerr;riy a tour to .-noth.:1 Germany

ineludin; liabur and La-bec.'17-1---wlas pl=3. ixi Yers I and III.

A shorter excursioa took the students to the Rhine River.

12 Dr. lowir. 1-10 111

in. future Tros: (a) th Thin P,iver. (b) the 1Thrz

(c) Berlin. and (d) norhern Clen7?" No one considereci the

trip to Berlin unnecessary, and only two students in the three

groups suggested that the excursion to the Harz R)untains,

highlighted by a visit to the frontier between the two Germanies,

could be omitted in the future. The field trip to northern

Germany, which in Year I was combined with the trip to Berlin,

seems to have been the least succe5sful. Forty of fifty-seven

rated it worthwhile; bad weather and fatigue may have contrib-

uted to the unfavorable reaction of the other juniors. Since

no obligatoiT our of the north was scheduled in Year

several students of this group saw no part of Germany north

of the Harz Mountains--perhaps because it is not regarded as

tourist country.

"dhat was the highlight of your independent travel (a) in

Germany and 1:)) outside of Germany?" The most popular places

within Germany were, in order of frequency, Munich, Berlins

Upper Bavaria, and the Black Forest. Twice mentioned were Hei-

delberg, the Alps, Hamburg, and the Rhine. Most of the cities

recorded only once are in northern Germany.

Although we strongly advised our students to limit their

wanderlust to German-speaking countries, many of them could



not resist ices; -e to trav,:-.:110a=a the

and y-iss tc: plor,J o ,a countios

as It is, ---,(2v,.-,rthc0(2. naol'i:..oy that of all ,.(7)-u.ntri:_J'.::,

visite:1 out:31de (:2:-2an-,y, a G=-n-Lr) country,

bh: fr-cl)noy r,corC1 131ozc:d b It;a1;

(twelve), and anoth;r countr:',

(nine). Franco wa:_ mentioned eicht i)e=ark fc,ar, and

Spain three times. Hol]ani, Yucoslavia L na, awl ]u:cein-

bur were also and two student2: r:: {: voted that they had

ventured as far afield as Greec and Russia.

"If YOU }na'l to in ::urroc,.., wch th:e count:I,y

of your choice?" An overwhelming majority of forty-eiht favored

Germany. Other countries mentioncdr were, in order of frequency,

Switzerland, Austria, England, Holland, and. Sweden.

" Eurovean People do you believe inost clesly related

to the American people?" A majority of thirty -two chose the

German people, followed by four who considered the Enr.-lish their

closest kin, and by four others who voted for Scandinavian

peoples; both the Swiss and Austrians were mentioned twice,

the Italians once. Thirteen students were unable to arrive at

a decision, and two generalized by saying "all north Europeans"

and "young people in general."

IV. Health and Diet

One of the more critical issues concerning study-abroad

programs is the problem of the students', health, which is, of

course, affected by climate, environment, and food.

Epw was your general health in comparison with yalr health

dome ?" Eleven reported that in Marburg they had been in
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better health than at home, thirty-five noticed no change,

thirzeen observed a decline in their physical well-being.

The following comments indicate some the reasons: "lack of

vitamin C, enerally tired," "T smoked too much and my room

was not heated well enough" (this student; had -a room in a

private home for: one SeMester and moved to a dormitory in the

second semester), "frequently had e stomach ache which I had

never experienced before." Taree complained about extended

colds and one about aggravated hay fever.

"Do an think the food in the V:ensa is excelleff czood,

satisfactory, Poor?" Th,- results tabulated are 'excellent"

one, "good" twenty-eight satisfactory" twenty-nine, "poor"

three. The Harburg Mensa serves :,,mach Monday. through Saturday

and supper Llonday through Friday. It offers no breakfast at

all, and it remains closed on Sunday. Students living in the

dormitories have the opportunity of preparing their on meals

in kitchenettes. A great majority (forty-seven) of all three

groups took advantage of the kiLchenette facilities every

night rather than put-Ling themselves to the inconvenience of

a two-mile trip, to the Mensa. Cnly eleven went to the Mensa

for the evening meals, though not regularly.

The amount of money allotted to the students for daily

'meals was based on the very inextensive Liensa prices ( the

equivalent of 28¢ to 35¢) and the cost of an average home-made

student meal, such as native Geraan students customarily

prepare for themselves. When one looks at all three groups,

it is evident that about fifty percent of the students-- the



majority ob7iously it necessary to supplement,

their weekly focd allowance by private neus nc aunt

of money used for addition:a food varied Rreatly with the

appetite of the individual . but averaged about 0' 2.50 'per

vie t

Although the '2.7.ensa fond does not offer the same variety

of nuzrients and vitamins as do American college cafeterias,

German students, es a rule, are no more susceptible to die-

ease than American students. EatinE4 in the ''.1ensa is an

import.ant experience for all native and foreign students in

German7; for administrators of a study-abroad program the Wens.

prices provide an invaluable basis for calculating the cost of

food, the largest single item in the 1.711dget. It is the low-,

cost Mensa food (subsidized by the state) which makes it

possible for American students to receive a ten-month education

and two-way transatlantic transportation for about the same

amount of money _a4 is'-required for the-aCademic'Y-ear at home.-

One concluding remark: most students, especially girls, gained

a aood deal of weilzht, which they admitted was caused by their

predilection for the pastry available in the numerous German

Yonditoreien.



V. Academe. Aspect.:of the :Procr.rarn.

"Is .the depth of the work ronuired bv the

Prorr.ram inferior to, the sate as, or superior to the stand-

ards of `our US collecfe?" Because the word "depth" was omitted

in Year T only Years II and III seem to be relevant although

even h-ee the students' interpretations of the words "quality'

and "depth!' apparently varied considerably. Of the forty

persons questioned, six checked "inferior," twlve "the same

as," and twet*:-two'"superior to. '(Our students' great respect

for most of their German professors or Junior-Year instructors

is evinced in other sections of this study as well as in the

students' semester reports.) For many of them the definition

of 'quality and depth" obviously depended greatly on the

amount of specific assignments given to them by their instructors;

the bulk of these "assignments,' however were in accord with

the German university system, i.e. they were suggestions for

independent study rather than requirements.

"flas the aradinq at Trarburg, easier, the same, or harder

than at your home college ?" Every educatOr knows the frustra-

tion resulting from the efforts to arrive at true justice in

grading. The resident director of a study-abroad program is in

an even worse predicament. He must find common criteria that

can .be applied by non-American university professors to AMerican

juniors coming from many different colleges. The most he can

aim for under such circumstances is a grading policy that

avoids undue harshness or leniency. In the years under consider-_

ation, the Millersville Program did not reach the desired
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balance: fifteen stud found the fzrading-.atMa-rbuTT:.leSs

st-r'ingert, twenty-o... thought it to be the.-same, aad twenty-.

twc considerr.id it stricter than that used at home,'

also thecOmmente given on DD. 84 - BT,:belOw.)

ompare

of the courses hay.s -Heenilazht Q.J.Z. Ehglish?"

The a.nsW!4:r -of-each of t]:..e three groups waS.a. unanimous no."

The purpose in asking thia euestion, which apparently. disregarded

the basic noDicy of'the proram,.was to ascertain Whether or

not any student as so hopelessly lest as to be unable to

follow the university lectu,'es.

"id you have too much, too little or :lust enough readinf7

to do?" 'It ca not estebisl]ed how much re!.ding was actually

assigned in the special Junior-Year courses; however, the

recommended readinG lists for univeruity lectures are always

of'- such renGth and diversity that no student had reason'to com-

plain of insufficient reading material. There were, nevertheless,

nine who thought they should have had longer reading assign-

ments; eight checked the "too much," and forty the "just enough."

"too little" evidently had eninsatiable intel-

or did not attain the necessary degree of inde-

Those resnonding

' lectual appetite

:Pendence. to locate:and-reacl the works suggested by their

instructors.'-

"Do you believe that thecurriculum--university lectures

and 'special. COurses--should ba limited to German, German history,

German art and Music, political science, and psychology7"There

were'thirteen "no's" in Year I, which indicates that in the first

year of its operation the Junior-Year administration had (for
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the most unknowingly) enrolled many studentu who were

not ma3orLng GeLmn or related fields. TnYears_TI and III-

there was a tie between "yes" and "no" replies. Those. who

arisw,,red "no " often needed other subjects, e.g. foreimi

languages other than German or geography in order to fulfill

the requirements of their home colleges.

"Do YOU thin",,: tutors should have been supnlied for all

universit--7 lectl-,D,2s?" The answers (six 'ryes," fifty-one "no")

with added comments seem to prove that the Program's policy of

limiting tutors almost exclusively to only the first semester

met with the students' approval.

"According to the standards of your home college, are the

credits you receive for the courses at narburg well deserved?"

,$eme of the-students were not at' all sure. Five of them entered

a question mark and made comments like ttc,,.)ome are and some are

not," but fifty-one had no doubts that they deserved full aca-

dmic credit for their work in Marburg. Only six voted "n "--

anti n them four of Group I.

"51:at do you think the better ob,lective of a dilnior-year

program: (a ) study of Germaivand the Genflan language; (b) a

liberal educri ion; (c) a combination of both?" Twenty voted in

favor of Germany and the German language, one favored a liberal

education and thirty-nine were for a combination of the two.

" ?.gyp how many hours per day did zou stud" for

you courses?" Answers to this question vary so greatly that

an attempted computation of a statistical mean would lead to

irrelevant results. Individual differences in ability, diligence,

and scholarship account for a span between one and seven hours

per day.



wria thin tliat a :year of-3.c-at would _-
most valul:;15- fcr a senhoore. a or a post-ri4duate?"

Experienced edv:cators-knowth.,;t the be.3t--thoush in most

instances hyoothetical--slUtion would be for a student

SPend his jl.raiOr yt ar abroad fol]cwed later a poSt-graduate

year. Our students' opinion (sophomore year--t::' eive, .junior

year--fifty-onc, an5Tast-Fraduate--seve) YshOWed a majority

in favor of the j-unipr year, which is, in spite of all object-

ions, the most if not the only feasible year for many . A 9:rad-

uate year would mainly beCaUse of the stud :n greater

maturity, be more profitable to the indiVidual; but undoubtedly

the number of American students spend n; a year Of study abroad

would be reduced:substantially-if,undergraduates were no longer

admissible at Euro pean universities. (Compare also pp. 89792.)

"Do you believe that a German professor who has

not spent ' least a fewVearS. in the U.S. wol.ald be able to

serve as resident:director?" This phrasing Was used only in

Years I and II. Three students suggested that the crucial

position of resident'director could be filled by a native German

without experience in. the United States. Thirty-four, however,

would ,endorse only an educator who-fulfills the residence

requirement stipulated in the question.

In Year III the same cuestion was amended to, cover not only

-native Germans with. regard to their previous U.S. experience,

but also native Americans with reference to their experience at
again

German universities. The results showed /that our American stu-_

dents in their year in Germany had learned. to appreciate the

significance of the position of resident director: nineteen



(against three) considered familiarity with the American

scene essential for a native Germ ,,;n. eighteen (agains t two,

and thee undecided) rated the experience at a German univer-

sity as a necessity for the native American.

Up to this point most questions in this report, however

specific, are in sore respects anplicable to other programs,

other universities, or even other countries. Many further

issues of this Questionnaire, on the other hand, deal with

administrative aspects of the Millersville Junior-Year in

Marburg, which may be.of little or no interest to readers not _ _

thoroughly familiar with this specific study program. For the

sake of completeness, however and as possible suggestions for

future research, some of the questions referring to aspects

peculiar to the Marburg program are listed below without replies,

evaluation,or interpretation;

ups1 mu think that the organization of the Program prior

po Lour departure from America was good, satisfactom, ..9.223.1?"

"Do you think that the program in Germany itself was

organized too much, just right or too little?"

"Do mu think that more personal couns line; was needed?"

"Do mu think that a womam was needed as an additional

counselor?"

"List the lallimgiaLtz professors whose classes YOlk attended.

in order of your preference."

"List the tutors in order of your preference."



"Ranh .t. following instructors of JImio-rYea special
courses according to

"pate. these

You erlov,-r1

teaching ability,,

instructors' CoUrss accord] nn- to how much

v,g-:111 7C11 ;-,rrer-

courses:that You,:woUld. have likedto be ,added-to the curriculum?"

.1



.Approximately ten months after the Junior-Year students

had returned to the united States, i.e. shortly before their

graduation, the follow up questionnaire was sent. Because of

the voluntary nature of this project, we could not expect all

students to return the questionnaire, especially since each of

the twenty-eight questions required essay-type responses. Thirty-

tbree of the sixty former juniors, i.e. fifty-five percent,

returned the completed forms. The comments give a most inter-

eating, sometimes

Marburg Program,

surprising evaluation of the Junior- Year -in

as the students, by virtue.of being farther

removed in both time aad place, liad obtained a new perspective

on their Marburg experience. Since this kind of survey does not

lend itself toy a statistical computation

advisable to explain .annotate, or rebut

of responses, it seemed

the students' comments..
.

In some gases practical suggestions and recommendations have

been .included

"Ilihat were the main insimhts that you maimed from your year

abroad with reference to the foreign culture?"

Because of the diversity of the replies to this question,

no prevailing trend in the thinking of the students is discern-

ible.'Common to many of the replies was the assertion that the

participants in the Program, for the first time in their lives,

had gained insights, into a culture-different from their own. A

typical comment was, "My feelings are too varied. All insights'

come from a total experience and enter a total relation. My



'-ins5[.fhts were-in meeting people, and t.houghts I had not:

pr:,;viously known." Another student wretc: "I was iliepressed

by the 'depth' of the culture: the feelLnr; of rootedness in

t;he e well 55 J. rljustment to the preen, The all-

loirat'adingneds (sic!) o:_ f-the cult-ore which makes it unique,

but 'still part t-of the whole." The replieS reflect -a feeling

of anappreciation Ghat had c.,;rownand matured, but'other

-commentS revealed a lack of appreciatida, a's for axample the

',-following state ant: "I will probably have 1.;o go to India or

maybe southern It Greece to really experienee aH-Poreign,

feeling." Some of the students came to roelize that, the
.

"culture" was but a narrow sector of the meny-sided old- i!iorld,

the extent of.whichrha boon boyen,1 their know_c
_

-.Although the first Question referred to El.zrop.ean culture

specifically, some students apparently we-re unable to resist

the temptation of comparing it with American culture. The

sweeping menner in which several o± the former juniors deni-

grated American while praising European_ culture is no less than

startling: "Germans seem to have less emphasis on materialism

,and put more value on beauty, the fine arts,- the ties and links

with the past, and tradition."--"I realized that Eurcoeans, on

the, whole, =are more culturally minded. They accept culture as

a part of life and not something which is experienced perhaps

once 'a 'year." One female ,student characterized America as the

"land of blind conformists" and was of the ozinion that the

,,people in Germany had "better taste and a better upbringing."

She was-disappointed by the "increased American influence upon

Germany."



In- spite of.a-minority of:such partial statements 4. it

seems that most of the students, having achieved greater

maturity, had learned to avcid generalizations and "to be

cautious-in judging other people as individuals and as nations,'

One-student found the Germans to be "often cold people," but

also reported.that she had had more friends among them than

among her contemporaries in the United States. A similar

observation was cited by another former junior: "It was possible

for me to adjust to a new way of life, aad I developed a

remarkabe sympathy for the people with whom I lived."

Political problems were introduced in students' remarks

as well as references to the American way of life; several

former Marburgers noted their increased consciousness of

international events and their greater tolerance toward. "things

that aren't American,"

Statements indicatigLa way of thinking outside of the

fliainstream are of special Interest: only got a taste of

European culture and I now' realize how restricted it wasonly,

German.

trauma o

Another student characterized what .he felt to be the

present-day German. society: "the tragic hiding and

repression of inbred idealism and sensitivity (held together

slightly by custom and habit) in favor of a safer quest after

AmeriOanlEke success and a comfortable life in the new

DeutsChland4."

"What were the main insights you gained from your year

abroad with reference to your own culture?".

"Have you discovered that your appreciation
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of the United.8tates has Chanaed in any Way?"- which was

asked prior to the students' departure from Germany (see

D. 48), had obviously challenged the participants to come

to the defense of the United Stag=e. Now however, ten months

a Ater their turn to America, there was a distinct tendency

among nem to degrade American culture in comparison with.

European culture. Some found American culture lagging "far

behind that of Europe." Others expressed dissatisfaction with

their present college atmosphere, which apparently had a

rather depressing effect after the liberal way of life in

Marburg:."....engulfing, stifling, and brimming over with

complacency. Americans are complacent." An even more extreme

view is contained in the following quotation: "Americans

are naive. They are like children They are usually largely

uncultured."

The change in the majority of former Marburg juniors

appears rather appalling if one...compares their attitudeswith

those prevailing at the end of the year in Germany. Realizing

that their views of their own culture had changed not only

during their stay abroad but again since their return home,

several students described the process that had taken place

and no observations like the following: Not until I

returned to America a little 'Germanized' did my oulture

affect me, and did. I become surprised at those agreeable and

disagreeable paints which suddenly became magnified." Attempt-

ins to interpret the drastic changes in the students' attitudes,
find

one may very likelyvtnis the most plausible explanation the



nostalgia they felt for America at the end of the year abroad

had now been replaced by a feeling of nostalgia for Europe.

took.
They again4ior granted and consequently underrated, the less

formal way of life and the greater conveniences in the American

civilization which they had missed during their stay in Marburg.
---

Instead, the greater emphasis on culture that they had experi-

enced in Europe had once more become the focal point in their

thinking. "I honestly believe I would prefer to anend my years

without the hustle, grab; cut-throat mediocrity of this culture.'

This was a typical statement, reflecting the attitude of a

majority - -an attitude which may in part have been based on self-

deception. Only very few students still admitted appreciation

of the foreign culture without negating the value of their .own:

"I have been able to step back and view my country through the

eyes of a foreigner, to see us as the Germans see us. I can

recognize now positive and negative aspects of my own culture

because I now have a standard of comparison."

"Did the students who stayed home gain anything of import-

ance which you, missed out on by ,going abroad?"

As in their responses to the preceding questions, nearly

all students were of the opinion that studying abroad had had

considerable influence on their attitude not only toward American

culture in general but specifically toward the atmosphere of

their home colleges. They now felt superior to those who had not had

a similar opportunity, and they discounted the few advantages

which the students had experienced who had remained at home.

"The cultural experience," one of them wrote, "makes anything



seem less important that other students have learned or

discuvered last year." Some of the former juniors admitted

quite frankly that the students at home had studied in a

"smoother and more harmonious" manner or even that they

"greatly increased their knowledge and familiarity with ideas

and facts." They agreed, however, in their conclusion: they

would never exchange places with them. The only completely

negative reply to the question was made by a student who

suffered a set-back in her grades because of a few basic courses

that she had missed. The most positive statement again was

overly enthusiastic: "If I would have had to spend my Junior-

Year at home ....1 might have quit college because I could not

have put up with this mediocrity for four years."

"What were the main insight's that you gained from your year

abroad with reference to your own personality?"

Although most of the returned students had lived in college

dormitories before going to Europe, the year abroad was the first

extended stay away from home for virtually all of them. Despite

the ruleaand regulations of the Junior-Year Program, a greater

degree of independence had been required of them in Marburg

than had been the case in America. Since there is no campus at

the German university, students had had to prepare many of their

own meals, to choose their own means of transportation, and to

create their own rhythm of daily life.

Some of them correctly observed that they grew more mature

in this year simply because they grew a year older. All former

juniors recognized, however, that the process of maturing was



accelerated considerably by the unique experience of their

year = abroad Several of the participants related proudly how

they discovered their ability to "function alone." "Breaking

away from the envirormental rut" one of them considered the

most notable achievement of the Marburg experience. A gain

in self-asaurance was emphasized by another. A few students

even went so far as to assert that they had found themselves

in Marburg. Poise, sophis ication, tolerance broad-mindedness,

and non-conformity were the most frequently mentioned personal

achievements.

All of these observations stressed the growth of person-

ality and the maturing process, but only one student in all

three groups found it possible to put into proper perspective

and to overcome consciously the almost traumatic experience,

which was obviously shared by all of them: "I found myself

entranced by the new culuure, wanting to assimilate it and shed

the infamous 'ugly American' image. It became 'in' to be German,

an ultimate goal. However, difficulties arose when I stepped

back onto the shores of my own country. Without realizing what

would eventually happen, I had gained a degree of hatred for

every thing t ically American. Then cultural shock had hit.

'Only after months in the US and- much serious thinking did I

realizethat the ideals a person sets for himself are not a

part of a country, but rather a part the individual."

"How has the year abroad influenced your relationship to

your family?"

Less than half of the former Marburg juniors who returned

the follow-up questionnaire had observed no significant change.
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About four or five hesitantly reported an improvement in

relations with their families, Which sometimes 'occurred only

after initial tensions had been overcome. About one-third

described the atmosphere at home as less harmonious than

before their year abroad. However, only a few of these students,

well aware of their increased age end maturity, attributed the

.deterioration solely to their stay in Marburg. "My year in

Marburg,' one of them noted, "widened the gap. Now I have had

contact with people, places, and ideas that my family has never

known nor likely will ever know," This realization by a male

student is somewhat in contrast to the remark of a female

student:- "The weekly letters to and from home have bound me

'closer to my family than ever before. However, the new impressions

and insights gained into life....have caused a grave separation

both.religiously and culturally between us." Another girl found:

"My opinions and. views on issues have become more decisive and

radical, where before I never had opinions. Of course, my

opinionsare contrary to those of my parents, but the basic

relationship has not deteriorated." In those cases where deter-

ioration was mentioned, it cannot always be 'traced to the students'

more liberal attitude; sometimes the family simply grew weary

of being incessantly exposed.to enthusiastic praise of. every-

thing European and merciless criticism of everything American.

Often original differences between parents and children

seem to have subsided in the course of the ten months after the

student's homecoming: "The first few months were very strained

because my parents wanted to but could not really share my

experiences - -I particularly had to re-adjust, and now we seem
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toget .alOng better than ever. They accept me as an adult."

Similar developments reported by other students justify the

.assumption that,' in.generallafter a period.:of adjustMentl the

relationship between parents aad students returned to normal:::

or even improved.:

"How has the year abroad influenced your relationship

to:your pro-ressors?"

On the whole, the effect of the year abroad on the

eduCator-student relationship at the home college seems to

have been quite healthy. Only a small minority.reported no

change, and most of those who did notice a shift saw it as a

tendency on the part of the student to be more critical and

ambitious; In virtually all cases the former juniors',self-

confidence had increased to such a degree that they now felt

prepared to present any question to their professors without

inhibitions and also to question their teachers' statements"

or "fight-it out with them." -'"Before_last year," one student

admitted, "I was actually scared, of every professor,f:had."

,Another comment reads: "Now I feel competent to argue and,

disagree....before I seemed to hold back because of lack_ of

confidence."

Occasionally, an-incrpased,respeCt for the teachers was

evident: "I realize better how little I know'and hoW much there

is to learn." The comment' of one student,pointed,to,another

positive result: "They,now make me Work harder and expect-a

lot more of me. They challenge my positions and I challenge'

theirs." This increaselexpectation'inone case seems to have



had a negative effect on the attitude of the student concerned:

1. C. the teachers5 =oectations completely isolated me

from other students....the relationship was very difficult for

a time since .T had to continually 'prove myself' and at times

wasn't as good as they ha.a hoped--they were unrealistic."

In only one instance did a stent complain that the aca-

demic pxowth she had experienced in Marburg had had distinctly

.detrimental conseauences. Resignedly she stated: "None Lof my

.prefesseru are as good as Doctors....102ere follow some names

of her Marburg professor0. This produces a lack of motivation

on my part 9
:

"Llomb.s the year abroad inflpencour relationship to

-.your fellow - students ?" (This que.stion was Tresentadto Group 1 only.)

The basic findings reported in the preceding paragraphs

also apply to the relationship with fellow-students. Those who

noted changes emphasized again their more mature attitude

toward education and extra-curricular activities. No one used

the word responsibilitY, but it is obvious that those who replied

to this question recognized and assumed more responsibilities

than ever before. Realizing that this new attitude of his might

be misinterpreted by his fellow-students, one former Marburg

junior2Nrote:"I must admit to a degree of status and aloofness.

This is not to imply snobbery on my part, it is just that I

seem to have different interests than others. My old friends

are still friends." Readjusting to .the American college

campus atmosphere seemed to be more difficult for another

student: "Trouble orienting- at first. Then realizing the average



American student is still too busy socializing to really

look around him" A similar feeling was displayed in the

following remark: "....tend to associate with older students

and students who do not display the typical shallowness of

intelligence or of ambition...." The sense of responsibility
---

alluded to above was reflected in this statement: "I am more

particular about whom-'I choose as a friend. My friends should

owe something to the world, not vice-versa."

"That influence 'lid a:az stay abroad have on your llbecal

education?"

In their replies the returnees praised the. Marburg ex-

perience so highly that their comments .resemble eulogies.

Extensive contact with students of other academic disciplines

and the insatiable intellectual inquisitiveness of some of our

juniors may account for their attitudes in this respect. Most

of them seem to have understood _ _ the first times in their

lives the true meaning of a liberal education. A few aprarently

still misinterpreted the word "liberal" as a synonym of "unre-

stricted," which was seen in their criticism of the strictly

regulated American college system. "After a year in Europe it

became evident tthat my liberal arts college is not quite that

liberal," was one of the comments. It was paralleled by another

remark: "Last year was my liberal education."

Again the students asserted that the year in Marburg

broadened their horizons immeasurably and gave them insights

into a world of whose existence they had not previously known.

"As far as academics are concerned the courses I took were
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pretty, much restricted," one of the former juniors commented

and then continued, "The novelty of, the experience end the

new way of life have been incorporated in my liberal education."

Similar thoughts were expressed by another student who called

Marburg "....a unified experience, not a set of facts to be

used. Therefore he concluded, the aim of a 'liberal' education

was furthered."

There was much appreciation of the fact that the junior-

Year-Program was not restricted to German language and literature,

butofferedcourses in several other subjects in the general

area of the humanities. As a result, most participants felt

they had beCome more open-minded, more eager to learn and to

acquire the abilityto listen to the views of others. This,

according to one student, enabledhim to compare the culture of

hiS own country with that of Germany.

-Although the vast majority of all three groups expressed

their appreciation of the opportunities for learning more about
, . . _ . . .

politics, geography, the fine arts, history, etc., there was

an isolated case in which a student complained about a lack

of diversity in the offerings of the Program: "I found I know

relatively little or nothing about so many things because all

of our courses were in the same field," he remarked. In all

probability he was referring to the absence of the natural

sciences in the curriculum, for humanities and related fields

were well represented. Another participant had a completely

different opinion about the restricted scope of subjects

included in the Program: "More areas had continuity than ever
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before--much betber than in America where one course and

academic discipline seems blocked-off from the othPrs."

Still another junior in the same group found that her GeIman

friends icr so well-versed in all academic areas that by

conversing with them, she learned enough to compensate for

what she "never encountered at home."

The last two quotations seem to be indicative of the

common experience of all students: "The year opened up my mind

more thaa any other yearwhich, I suppose, is the purpose

of liberal education"; and: "My entire iLebensphilosophiet

was turried upside down--then readjusted and modified after I

returned here."

"Make an attempt to characterize the academic atmosphere

of the Ma-r K Proccram (in compaHson to our home college,

her nossible)."

In making a general comparison between the two acadam.ic,

worlds, the students contrasted the highly scholarly climate

at the Germaa university with the somewhat-more socially

oriented atmosphere of the American college campus. They com-

pared the intellectual freedom at the Universitdt with the

Principle of controlled studies at the American college. Many

or most of the former Marburg juniors reported that they ex-

perienced a tremendous shock upon their return to their home

colleges, a state of mind best exemplified by this statement

"Last year the world was opened up to me, but this year, upon

my return, I had to face readjustment problems," While, as

one female student put it, Marburg was "almost too unre-

stricted and individual but worthwhile for one year," her
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atmosphere with over-emphasis on rades." After making a some-

what similar comment, one male student added a few words about

student discussions at rarburg outside the classrooms and

lecture hc.:lls which dealt with such areas as "....religion,

philoscpny, p3litics, etc., something vihich is almost totally

lacking in American colleges and universities." One JImior

ear-hbroad. stunt who attended a college with very high

acadc:mic s'5andards found taat, in spite of the nigh scholarly

and i:-Ltel.le.tual esteem in which her school was held, ....for

the most part Gen: an students far surpassed American

fellow students in.beingLstudents.... Here at 11.0.0 college

[si-e7.11 found the demands this year unnecessary and unbearable."

"Characterize the university- professors as scholars and

eachers."

The nature of this question challenged the .returnees to

take a closer look at the academic environment in Marburg. Their

responses were therefore, more specific and more objective

than those to the -preceding uaestions. Their praise of the

scholarship of the Gexman professors was balanced by strong

criticism of their (-mantles as educators. One student observed:

"It is difficult to compare the professors at a German univer-

sity and the teachers at a small colt eve in America. Our 'pro-

fessors' are probably better teachers, for the most part, but

can hardly bo considered 'scholars.' At an outstanding American

illaiversity this would probably be a different story." The

professor-student relationship was brought into the picture.

While American professors were often believed to be more per
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son .l and more coneernedi the greater respect enjoyed by

the German professors was considered an impediment in the

student -- professor relationship. One former Marburger suggested

that the professors should make themselves available more

frequently for consultations and conferences, aS "one does

not usually approach a prof after class to ask a question."

Little or no doubt was expressed about the :Marburg

professor's scholarship. The students beld them to be "far

superior to American professors." "I found myself feeling a

great deal more awe than for my American profs," one returnee

admitted. Their preparation was -termed 'better," their know

ledge of their field 'was called'"wider, even More intellectual,

their overall qualitie far superior to those here.-" Only a

minority of former juniors rated their. American professors

equal to the scholars at Philipps-University, and those who

did so attended American colleges with a superior academic

repUtation.

According to the position they took in assessing the

German professors, the Ameritan juniors must be divided into

two major groups. One commended most Marburg:profesSors as

excellent teachers," and another group saw the American

c011ege professors as better teachers admitting, however,

that small classes and a better professor-student ratio create

a pedagogically more favorable atmosphere. Obviously, the

students who refrained from criticizing the German professors

in this respect; did not take into account that participants

in the Junior Program were allowed to enroll only in classes

whose professors had excellent reputatiOns as both 'scholars



and.teachers Critically inclined students _seemed to judge

the situadon more realistically when they observed that the

German utiverSity professor, unlike the American small college

professor, is always a scholar but not necessarily a teacher.

'Characterize the Junior -- Year professors as scholars

and tehrifers.'

As has been mentioned, the Marbur,: Program was designed

to create a gradual transition from the controlled Ameri'can

educational system to the far more liberal arrangement of

"-al ademische Freiheit" in Germany. Special courses, taught

by especially well-qualified German instructors, were therefore

made available to the American groups. In selecting these

teachers, we took pains to choose only those who understood the

problems of American students with a limited knowledge

German and who were, at the same time, true scholars, repre-

sentative of a German university faculty. Little or no con-

sideration was given to their academic position or rank. Some

were Stildinrate im. Fochschuldienst (former high school teachers

appointed to the university staff), others were young assistants

to high-ranking professors, and others again, exceptionally

talente,j, graduate students. Even one department chairman and

full professor of. German served as special Junior-Year

instructor. 10

The students' comments on their special Junior-Year

instructors range from relatively cautious remarks to somewhat

exaggerated' encomiums, as the following examples suggest:

"The Junior-Year instructors as a whole struck me much
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more favorably both as scholars, and teachers. I know that 1

learned much more from them than I did from the regular.

professors."

"The instructors were more on the level of an American

professor. As persons wadteaChers, all the instructora were

ve:-t'Y good and some of the most stimulating people.T have met."

"The Junior7Year instructors were not only dedicated and

well. - versed but also made the material applicable for vs. They

were always well prepared for class and had something of value

to Say."

"Ali of the in tructors were not only the best of teachers,

but also living examples of the scholar-who commands necessary

facts and avenues of information, hardly equalled by the run,

of-the-mill teacher."

.Only: a few comments on the Junior-Year instructors con-

tained criticism: "At times they tended to 'teach down' to us

too much," one superior student- wrote, but then continued, "I

found-these professors nonetheless excellent." Another remark

referred to the-pedagogical style of these instructors: "It

was basically Gennan, and we had to get used. to it first."

The general appreciation of the academic program expressed

by all Marburg groups shows clearly that the students did

become accustomed to German, pedagogical methods, and that the

Junior-Year instructors represented a vital link in the adjust-

-ment process; almost as important were the tutors who assisted

the American groups-in deriving full benefits from the univer-

sity lectures.
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"Evaluate the ouality:of the tuterS.".

Tutors were supplied :for the major university- leCtureb

in whiCh Junior-Year s

first Marburg

adents were enrolled daring their

students, recommended to the Program by professors in charge

of the lectures. Most of them had previously worked with foreign

students. In all three yeeees, these tutors proved indispensable:

without them, most American juniors could not have successfully

participated in regular university lectures or seminars. This

is underscored by the following student comments: "They were

essentially and eminently capable for the most part." - "Very

good and an excellent, and necessary supplement to the lectures.,'-

"The tutors show a remarkable grasp of their subject end an

openness that was conducive to questions."

Among the most frequently registered 'criticisms was a

tendency among one or two of the tutors to "get off the subject":

"My one tutor spent more time coverine, material which was only

remotely, related to the main lecture than he did on clarifying

or elaborating on points presented in the lecture." Three or

four other students noted the same weakness in certain tutors

while two juniors complained about one tutor's negligence in

attending the lecture he was assigned to discuss with the group.

(This fault was corrected after the first year.)

'Perhaps the most controversial question concerning the

tutors was raised by one student when he stated: "They were

very good, but they became a crutch. We relied 'too "heavily

upen them instead of the university professors." Since there



is no doubt about the fact that tutors are crucial for the

American juniors' und.eranding of the lectures and yet at

the same time make those students d4endent upon their special

help, the tutorial system muf.A; be retained, but should in no

case be e-,c.tende(1 beyond the first semester. After the first

half of their stay abroad, the young Americaasshould be

required to become fully integrated into the Gelman university

syst em.

----"(;omnent on theifiat of work required."

With rare exceptions the former juniors reported that their

work load in Marburg was, in general, lighter than that at their

home colleges, but few rated this as a deficiency in the Marburg

Program. Some admitted their satisfaction with the leisure

that allowed them to seek more private enjoyment, while others

welcomed the additional time available as an excellent opportu-

nity for extensive study. Five students praised the absence of

"busy work" in Marburg, in contrast to the common practice

during their current senior year at home. An equal number of

respOndents. indicated their appreciation of other advantages

resulting from the lighter work load and were particularly

grateful for the opportunity to follow their university profes-

sors' suggestions for independent reading and research.

To cite some of the more significant responses from the

questionnaire "The amount of work I found to be a very perso-

nal thing.. It. was up to the individual, and I personally gained

a. great deal from the academic freedom I was allowed." "It is

a relief not to have daily assignments, but only the most

disciplined student will be able to keep .up with the material." -
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had extra time to pursue what interested me. Making good

use of this required so]me adjusting at first, but it pr,:.:vided

good training in personal academic development." One of the

_less F:ifted students confessed: "For those poorer students like'

me it serad most difficult; sheer busy work for others, ana

Still others r,sed the assianments as jumping-off places' for

further accomplishnt." And firally,"....rt-I.e re'3,ativly light

work load) give:, students a chance to find themselves. It also

c- gives them a chance ;o show others, but also to prove to hem-:

sel:ves, whether they are mature enough to acce2t responsibility."

. !'Comment on the depth of the wor7c required."

It seems that the. interpretation of this question differed'

reatlY-froni one student to another,- depending on the scholastic--;

13ckgrouna and, the intellectual qualifications of the individual.

Obviously'somejuniors,made no distinction between "depth" and

"amount," thereby largely invalidating: their responses,Equally

irrelevant were replies such as "A student must create his own

depth," and other observations whch failed to show:any rela-

tionship:between the work required by the instructor and that

actually done by the student. All groups, however, recognized

the superior scholastic-level of the university lectures _and

most JuniorYear special courses. Some students realized that

this high quality could-frequently be attributed to the .greater

degree of specialization found.anong German professors. "Since

the courses in Marburg' (generally speaking) dealt'with'one

writer or period, the work was deeper than the survey courses

at my .college," is a typical.comment, and anOther 'one reads:



"How marvellous to look at the many aspects of a short period

of time or a few weeks, rather than the survey-type course.

The work we did encourages individUa) work and inter-st."

Some of the students who found words of great praise

for the "death" of the work at the university were, obviously,

refrring not so much to the work reguiTed of theIn as to the

scholarly lectures presepte(.1 to t} em. The small number of

former juniors, however, who considered the work to be of

insufficient depth indicated that their judgement was not

entirely objective: even during their year in Marburg, the

American system with its emphasis on scholarly achievement in

the form of assignments satisfactorily done had still decisively

influenced their thinking. Only superior former Marburg students

recognized that the depth offerea them in the university

lectures should, to'the best of each individual's capability,

have been balanced by the profundity of the work accomplished, .

even if this work did not entail specific assignments. A .comment

-containing constructive criticism deserves special consider-

ation: "I would suggest more papers with specific emphasis on

grammar,form, style, and research techniques. The additional

work and time which would be required for such papers seems

to be a very worthwhile investment which would help the American

minors bridge the gap separating them from their German f llow-

students."



How did ygur grade average at. TJarbura compare with your

previous grade average at your home college?"

A total of twenty.-one students noted that their Marburg

grades were lower than those they had received pretiously, five,

of these former juniors calling them "much lower." Only five

participant S of all three groups wrote that their grade average

was higher 'during their year abroad (one -called it "much higher")

and seven thought it to be about the same. Looking at these

results by groups, one finds the greatest disappointment among

the students in Year I: nine out of eleven were dissatisfied

with their official Marburg record, one female student assessed

her grades to be about the same as at home, and one young man

noted that his average rose from 2.7 to 3.5. Of the eight

students of Group II responding to the queubioning, four ob-

served that their marks in. Marburg were lower, three judged

them to have been about identical, while one mentioned a slight

improvement. Students of Year III .registered nine lower grade

averages in Marburg against three unchanged and three improved.

"Comment on the grading system in Marbura,..."

A common complaint about the grading at Marburg was that

the instructors considered the German grading system with its

numbers from one to five to be the equivalent of American

letter 'grades. One of the Americans stated, "If a Befriedigend

(3) is a good mark in Germany--who wants a 'C' in the US?"

Someone else remarked, "I know of several people who received

'4's which were transferred as 'D's--a '4' in German is higher

than our 'D'." Still another comment: "Impossible to get an

:
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'111--0.K. with me, but hard on the people who could speak

good. German."

Criticism of the Program's policy of equating German

number grades with American letbr grades i s generally

speaking, unjustified: the two grading Systems are basically

exchangeable. In many cases the students' disapproval may

reflect nothing more than the lenient grading practices of

some American colleges, which make the more stringent handling .

of this matter in Germany appear much more austere than it

actually is.

There was an approximately even division between those

in agreement with the grading system in Marburg and those who..

found it-too stringent. Only three students out of all three

groups- admitted that their grades'in Marburg were too high in

comparison with the standards at their home colleges. Al]. three--

and this may explain their reactions-- weretop7ranking stu-

dents. Several of those dissatisfied with their grades pointed

out that the .grading system "ruined" -them or "messed up [their

chances for graduate school." There is definitely some valid-

ity in the following comment, which deserves special attention

becaussit was made by a member,o the less uniformly structured

Group I."How. much knowledge- a person has of German..previaas

to his Marburg experience must be considered." This response

revealSian awareness of the lack of uniform standards in the

..selection of-students for this group. In reality it-represents

a criticism of the admission policy of the Program rather than

of the-grading. system. The grading. of the Junior-Year students
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was based on an equal scale for all participants without,

regard for their backgrounds and hence resulted in a wide

range of grades, especially in Group 19 the least homogen-

eous of all the three grouns. Group II was of the most uni-

form composition and accordingly, the responses showed an

almost unanimous approval of the gjoading system. ahile the

intellectual qualifications of the participants in Year III

seemed to be about equal, female students were in the majority,
-

which may account for greater grade consciousness. (Nine of

the responses indicated that the former juniors considered

their grades to be too low, one thought them too hign, and

only four were satisfied with their recorded grades.

"How are your grades in German this year?"

At the end of their senior year at their, home institutions,

nearly all returnees reported that their grades in German had

reached a very high standing within the grade structure of

their colleges. Since the question did not call for a comparison

of grades in German with those received in other subjects or

with previous German grades, virtually all students simply

listed their grades in German. Light' of the thirty-three who

returned the questionnaire took no courses in German during

their senior year; five of them, having already accumulated

sufficient credits in German, were taking only required

courses in other fields. A total of eighteen seniors recorded

an "A" average in their German classes (including three 'A's"

awarded for student teaching). Three evaluated -heir work in

German as "B," one, a psychology major, received
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literature and "C's" in grammar, and three merely indicated

an improvement in their grades in Gorman.

"Corpare Y k wl uour noede of Clirman with that of your

classmates who did not study abro:id."

a) au the beFinninR: of your senior Year

With the exception of those who had no basis for _:.omparison,

all returnees observed a definite superiority in their language

proficiency as well as in their knowledge of .German culture

and civilization. Occasional mention was also made of greater

familiaritywitaGermar literature, but the emphasis was clearly

on linguistic and cultural aspects. Some seem to have developed

an attitude of superiority, toward their classmates or even

toward their instructors: "I command a vocabulary which gave

me a lead of several years. More important, however, was my

knowledge of German culture." - "Were it not for my Marburg

background, I don't see how I would have been able to success-

fully accomplish studnt teaching." A student majoring in

religion commented: "My knowledge of German was far superior

to that of all others, including a German major who spent her

junior year in Munich with another well-known program." And

finally a comment by a future high school teacher, "My coop-

eration teacher's knowledge of German was atrocious. He even

had a master's degree but had never studied abroad."

b) at the present time

One student deblared himself unable to make a comparison

All others judged their command of the language even now to be

far above that of their classmates. Eight, however, observed



a gradual deterioration of their skills, and one expressed

dissatisfaction with her'speaking ability, which had "constantly

diminished during the year and iy!asi now at a very low stage,"

Since this answer came from a student whose achievements in

Marburg had always been outstanding, it should not be given

undue attention. An observation noted by a non-Gel-man major

of most other former juniors: "I stillis probably more typical

speak it in my dreams."

"Do you.±:ilink ygat reached, and were able to retain, the

level of nroficienLy you. had hoped for?"

Twenty-one indicated at least some satisfaction with their

achievements in the language, while eight registered discontent

of various natures. Some seemed to have come to Germany with

unrealistic hopes, others were unable to mailatain the necessary

energy to achieve their goals, and still others realized too

late that they had been negligent about seeking contact with

Germans.

The majority of all three groups felt that.their accom-

plishments, in the field of German language had been,gratifying,

but nearly all students included in their comments words of

concern about the ::di.minishing retention of the fluency achieved.

This they attributed to a lack of practice or, as one Student

Put it, a "dearth of those who can speak German on-an intel-

lectual level." Four of the eight who had hoped for greater

proficiency as well as for better retention 'eited their own

negligence as the primary factor responsible for their frUst-

ration. One senior who had been displeased by the low level
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of proficiency he had attained abroad observed an increase

his knowledge Of German after his

did not offer an extlanation

vent =__

for
return. Unfortunately he

of

this rather unu.Sual develoP

"WouTrl vnu recov.mend to a feflow student study abroad

as an underzraduate Or c;raduate and Why?"

Approaching the prolem-from the standpoint or maturity.

and language Proficiency, many educators contend that a

graduate year abroad is more effective than an Undergraduate

year abroad. They admit freelTs however, that re8tricting
- .

studying abroad to graduates would -deprive large numbers'Of

American students of this valuable axperience, since most

graduates are compelled to earn a living as soon. as possible

after commencement day. Indeed, once a student completes his

undergraduate education, his youthful enthusiasm for the

unusual often dimishes rather rapidly and he believes he can

no longer afford to spend a year away from the domestic scene.

Consequently, if appreciable numbers of American students are

to study abroad, a junior-year abroad remains the only prac-

tical solution to the problem. Even though this has long been

established by educational authorities, it is none the less

revealing to learn what those who have undergone 'the experi-

ence had tb say, on the issue at the time of their graduation.

About three-fourths of the former Marburg juniors explic-

itly endorsed the junior year as the best possible year for

study abroad, but recommended an additional graduate year

abroad. Only,.a few favored graduate study abroad alone. Typical
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comments are: "The experience of a year abroad serves as a

unique general education which. is of more benefit to the

undergraduate than to the graduate, who has already begun to

specialize in one area of his field." - "The junior year is

-ideal. The student has a change of pace from the American

system of study, he is eager and willing to learn, in most

cases,"

The junior year was. emphasized. as the year during which

students can Profit most from the experience of a liberal

educationabroad and-as an important step in the process of

maturing, "Undergraduate studies play a major role in shaping

your future,"- one returnee maintained. "The more diversified

your education in the graduate years, the better it will be

.for yourentire development." - Another student asserted: "In

generall.the sooner he goes, the better his chances of becoming

fully integrated into the university life. We were just about

-the right age." One comment emphasized the necessity of becoming

fluent in the language, which, the writer believed, could best

be achieved by living in the country. The junior year, he said,

...Would be asplendid introduction to the language and the culture,

while a, graduate year, after an intervening year at home, would

enable the student .to learn more of the fine points he might

. have missed as an undergraduate.

While several former Marburgers modified their state-

.tents by replying that the choice between undergraduate and

post7graduate study abroad depended on the individual, three

responses explicitly. favored a graduate year abroad: "One is



then the average age of the university ,student in Germain; and

has a brOader educationai.-background...For a juniors readjust-.

ment to American college life is extremely difficult and

frustrating.' --- 'A:graduate is read for the independent

study of a European -oniversity. Also, psYdhologicallys a person:

who is, on the aVerage23 or' 24 years old, is more mature and

capable of adjusting to the social demands of a student society

Eurete.."

The third student recommending study abroad for graduates

only is a special case, since ahe majored in religion and found

that she "missed out on many valuable courses." She conceded

however, that it would be preferable for a German major to

study abroad as an undergraduate rather than as a graduate.

Some of the comments of those'who favored two years abroad

are "First of alls the junior year would prepare him by pro-

viding him with the facilities to gain a proficiency in the

language of his choice and to grasp the fundamentals of his

field (which would be next to impossible in a small college).

After this introductory year and subsequent year at home,

feel the student should be mature enough (academically and

emotionally) to undertake graduate study abroad." Two or three

students pondered the possibility of a senior year in Germany

followed by a year of graduate study. "This would solve many

of our problems, especially for those of us who would like to

return to Germany for further study and cannot,afford it really

at the moment." :The other student favoring this kind of project

concluded: "The fact that one only begins to scratch the surface



in the junior year and must leave to complete one's studies,

seems ridiculous." (It should -c-)h,.aps be mentioned that these

two students who suggested two .years of study in Germany were

young ladies who had become engaf;ed to Germans -during their,

ye-8Y in Marburg. Both have meanwhile returned to Germany -ror

an indefinite stay.)

"Do iptend retu7,'n to Germeny? s( what would

be the Du_rnose and desired lenP.th of stey?"-

Of the thirty-three responses thirty-two were a defininte

"yes"; the remaining. student was undecided, but ironically,.

this young lady has, in the meantime, returned to Germany

twice.: once as a tourist and once as 8. graduate student. Seven-

teen expressed: an intention to continue their education at a

German university, two, a, desire to teach at German schools;

ten planned to go back as tourists; two hoped to obtain en over-

seas appointment with the army or as civilians. The desired

length of stay varied so greatly (three months to indefinitely)

that a computation would be irrelevant.

"What do You plan to do after graduation? Do your plans

inclUdegraduate school?"

Thirty-one of the thirty-three returnees who responded to

this survey indicated either a desire or a definite plan to attend

graduate school. One male student seemed certain that his future

plans would not include graduate school, and one expressed the

desire to teach without mentioning graduate school. The plans of

sixteen students involved teaching as well as further study. This

number includes graduate assistantships but not Woodrow-Wilson
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or NDIa fellowships. Five specified that they were not in

the field of German
,11 Obviously--this becomes apparent when

-one-looks. at the students' transcripts--several others who

had not previously intended-to major in German had now, -becauSe

of their strength in this field, shifted to German.

"In looking back at the Program doyou,-Ceel that there.

were too many reauirenents and restrictions, or do You think

they were necessary for the success of the-y_ear...abroad?.".

This question specifically asked for elaboration. and

most 'students complied. 'Twentyseven of the thirty-three.

replies from all three groups generally approved of the require-7

ments and restrictions imposed on the -juniors while studying

in Marburg. Two responses were irrelevant because the students

had apparently not read the question carefully enough. Three

former Marburgers made specifiC recommendations for chPpge0

in regard to requirements and restrictions, and one felt,that--

"the grogram :vas too restrictive in many respects."

-86me of the favorable comments included: "We were not

very restricted in the second semester, and those restrictions

imposed on us in the beginning were necessary.... only they

can.keep an American college student oriented." One student

conceded thatthe.limitations were not necessary for herself

but "perhaps for the group as a whole." Others apparently

had not noticed or refused to notice the pressure imposed

upon them: they referred to "few" or even "no" requirements.

In Group I two students felt that strict`: rules were quite



necessary because the Program had newly been established,

one of them commendin the changes that "had to be made and

Vere made' after the Eroup had veiced its opinion. Among

all three groups there were participants vho expressed

pride in their program as compared to others, also in regard

to this matter. Its success, they realized, was due mainly

to its careful organization. For this reason one former

junior called. the limitations "heaven-sent" and continued,

"the other Americans grudgingly agreed our was the better

program." As was to be expected, there were also some. who

admitted that they had felt restricted while they were abroad,

but had since become convinced of the necessity of the direct-

ions that had existed.

Of the specific remarks, criticisms, or even complaints,

several deserve attention. Two young men considered it unwise

to require the entire group to live in dormitories (one of

these critics had been expelled from his dormitory for not

complying with house rules)
. Compulsory- attendance in special

courses, assignment of written semester reports, and obligatory

participation in certain field trips were among the minor

points of criticism. In the only really. serious complaint a

former Marburg junior first termed the Program "restrictive

in many respects" and then concerned himself with the possibly

most problematic aspect of the entire Marburg enterprise: its

Gelman,--only rule. This student admitted having disregarded

the rule after a few months: "It made communication difficult

on. the.plane on which I am used to communicating. I'm probably
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a stinker for writing the following, but I will anyway: those

that retained the rule had very little of significance to say

agyway....I sacrificed perhaps. a high proficiency in the

German language for a sharing of experience and thoughts with

my American friends..,."

It has been emphasized above (see pp. 36f.) how important

the "German-only" rule was in the pursuit of the Program's

essential objectives. The great number of dissents tabulated

indicates that in this respect the Program was not as success

ful as .had been hoped. Among the students' most frequently

cited excuses was their inability to converse with German

contemporaries on the latters' level. Those abiding by the

German-only. rule - -a 165 minority at first, which increased to

54%) in.TearsII and IIIwere definitely sure of itssignifi-

cance. They underscOred the administration's conviction that

the rule is a sine Iqua..non for any junior- year - abroad program..

that strives for excellence. The following quotation in_ support

of the German-only rule went beyond the standing pOlicy of our

Program,. but may Well serve as an example- for those student

voices that expressed opposition to the attitude of their

fellow. juniors who found excuses for speaking English: "An

enforcement of the Nur-Deutsch-Prinzip would have been quite

beneficial. Not until they. know they must speak. German or

leave,.willmost cooperate."

"On what basis should students be selected for the Marburg.

Prog,ram?"

Participants in the year. at Marburg were selected after



their records and references had been very carefully studied.

Of major importance were evaluations made by their German

teachers aswell as general character references from teachers

in other departments. All applicants were required to submit

an autobiography with an appended. statement of purpose aad,

ife_t_all:possible they were interviewed personally. 'The

adMission -requirements with regard to student's character,

maturity, scholastic aptitude, and proficiency in German,

became more stringenteachyear. This gradual improvement was

cl Early reflected in the nature of the students, responses

within the different groups.

The above question on student selection was subdivided

into three parts:

a) "How- should a- student's proficiency in German be

determinPd?".

'Almost all -members of Group I stressed the necessity of

extensive. tests, the'.results of which were to be-considered

toc:ether.withrrecommendations and/or the records of personal.

interviews. The existing MIA tests were mentioned several

times, the_terms "standardized tests" and"battery of tests"

were used in the same connection. All seemed to emphasize the

necessity for a -universal testing method, which would do

justice to all -appliceits. Two student's believed that the

stress shoUld-be on reading comprehension tests as "spoken

German is easy enough. to learn once a person is in Germany."

These two reouestS, however, Were offset by thobe of two other

former 'juniors (Who obviously had had difficulty with the

-spoken language) sim.gesting more emohasison the auraloral
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part of the admihSIon test, One student of this group made

a recommendation,:which was also mentioned by several part-

icipants of Groups II and III: disrog.ard the applicant's

current proiciency and test his T to 3earntlle lnrg_

uage.

Though trle author of this recommendation made no suagest-

ions as to how a person's ability to learn a_ foreign language

can be tested, modern psychology could probably offer a

solution. Perhaps in the future psychological tests will be

utilized in choosing American juniors for study at foreign

universities. For the present, :those in charge-of admissions

must rely on more conventional.methods and, ultimately, on

their own judgement. As one studontin Group II stated, the

applicant's "desire to learn the language and willingnesS to

mix with the Germans" is one important criterion.--To discover,

this 'Desire" and "willingness" through the student's autobio..

graphical essay, a personal interview, and recommendationsi.-.

is one of the most critical tasks of the director of admission8

The problems connected with the applicant's command of German

are further illustrated through statements by members of Groups

TI and III: "I believe a person with little German background

will do as well as someone with a wide background if he has

general ability. His German professor's recommendation- should-

be counted heavily." -- "Par more important than proficiency..

is a sincere interest-in learning the language." -- "Paul I,.

did excellenir in spite of.never having spoken German-before.'

I guess. you have to base this on the college and its Germ4n



department.' And finally:- "Some of the best students in our
group were the ones. who had-ab:-:3olutelY._no German_proficiency
at the beginning of the: year. a-candidate should be accepted
if he is a conscientious person_ and can demonstrate high
academic grades plus an> earnest desire to learn the language

It is noteworthy that suggestions emphasizing capability
over previous proficiency were most frequently found in Groups
II and III, while Group I commonly stressed the need of initial

language skills. In Year IIIan_ indication of improved

admission standardsthree complaints were directed against

the enrollment of students whose German was fairly fluent at
the time of filing their applications--students of German

parentage or extraction. As these three critical statements
were made. by persons with a.somewhat lower proficiency in the

language, jealousy may have influenced their judgment.

Of all three groups, only two former Marburg juniors

made reference to the basic prerequisite for all applicants:
, a- minimum of two years of college-German. One of the comments
read: "Two years was enough, because of the brutal but efficient

orientation -- without that I would have never made it."

120'5ow important do you think the grade average is?"

As was to be expected, many students in all three groups

pointed out the difference in grading practices at the various

American institutions. "The grade average is totally unimportant,"

one student of Year I wrote, "unless proofs are available

which testify to the quality of instruction." Another former

junior placed a "broad background,. an awareness of history,
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politics, current events, and the arts above the grade-point

average." Still another student (also of Group I) considered

the grade-point average an inportant criterion (she wa.s rather

grade-conscious herself) because 'good grades indicate that

one has put out effort and....will probably want to keep

this average up," In Groups II and III several students regarded

the grade average as an important "starting-point" for selectionl..

"as it. -.is the best indication of the willingness to work. tt

Generally, the former juniors in the latter two years placed

more stress on the grade-point average than Group I had done.

Various comments referred to the letter-grade requirement, e.g.:

"Grade average in German must be important (at least B+) . I

1think 2overall average should be at least B-."- Or:Candidatesj

should carry at least a C average in all subjects but should

have a B in GermAPI"or, "I did not have a B average but feel

I did quite well," and finally, "....the overall picture must

be considered. If a student's average is low because of math

or science grades, for example, this should be taken into

account."

c) "Can, you suggest any way to judge personal stability,

maturity, sincerity of purpose, and cooperativeness?"

All those responding realized the importance and difficulty

of the problem involved in this question, and the majority

of the suggestions made reverted to the conventional means

employed in screening applicants for positions or scholarships

abroad. Personal, interviews were most frequently mentioned;

autobiographical .reports and letters of reference were recom-



mended nearly as often..Nany:of tIaeSe suggestions were
modified in one way or another. "Character rc=erences, it
was frequently stated 3 "should.not be drawn just from tIle

_German departmant-'but,:rather from 'indifferent' sources."
Another proDosal was letters of rfe72ence.should be solicited
'from the deans of the coleges or even from the armlicant's
parents. Concerninge candidates' autobiociraphies, a- number
of 'responses emphasig.ed the pertinence of a staementof
purpose. ,Thus,one_former junior wrote "1 re:alize that, Out
of-the nineteen. people in my group Group irall but maybe
-two had-underlying motives for going to 'But he-also
admitted, "These didHnot necessarily interfere with their
work." Personal'interviews,were not onlY recommended more
,frequently, but also discussed move elaborately than other
suggestiOnS.""The interviewer, should be a good judge. of character,
1/ias'oile-of the'poMments, and another student proposed that "the-..

,

_
,

, ,
,

, 7 ' I

7

7'interview should try to register the emotional response rather _

the intellectual- investigation."' One ,former -junior

suggested,'; that the interview be "more than a formality, but
thought;.*provoking experience.",-

to
'

judgethe qual'iti'es of aPpliCants, two -types of

=responbes:Proposed'ways,that had not so'far been employed by
the admiSaions office of our Program., "Have'apsychiatrist evalu

it

"ate; the:Written,'statetents of the applicants," one student

'reqUestednotrealizingthat the cast _of_ such,-an evaluation
, -, , _, ,would7be prohibitive. ,Tbe:other-;suggeetion (made' by two returnees

at'Ithe;'candidates' ;,high sChool records be examined

POOR ORIoiNAL COPY -'BEST
AVAILABLE_ AT TIME FILMED
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together with their college dossiers: "The high school

cumulative file would lead to clues about the student." One

must counter that such an investigation of the applicant's

Past car easily lead to prejudices against a young individual

whose personality may, in the process of, maturing, have under-

gone rather drastic change

At the end Of-the-questionnaires students were given an

opportunity to comment upon or to criticize any aspect of the

Junior-Year Program. Their responses originating chiefly

from Year III, can be divided into eight general categories.-

FrolAeMs,Connected With student hOusing were mentioned most

frequently, six timesin all Questions of appropriate living

quarters were followed closely by those pertaining to the

curriculum, the German-only rule, and travel, each of which

received five comments. Five former Marburg juniors limited

their remarks to general praise of the Program, four made

recommendations for future student selections three suggested

a liberalization of rules, and two made reference to the

students', integration into the German host society.

Of the comments on student housing, three expressed

dissatisfaction with the requirement that students live in

dormitories. In two of these cases it was apparent that the

underlying motive of the former juniors' criticism was dis-

content with dormitory rules. The third comment came from a

young lady who considered the dormitory a "very ugly place
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for confinement." The three positive responses praised the

dormitories because of the excellent opportunities they

Offer for meeting German' students, "It was the one most

important lactor for my learning German last year," one

former MarbUrger asserted, Another student modified her

expression of satisiaction with. dormitory 1Ife suggesting

that living in dormitories had been gratifying, but that the

American juniors should be "spread out a little more. "13

Two of the students questioned submitted ideas for

possible solutions to the problem of group formation among

American.juniors. Such groups are, of course, the major cause

for violations of the German-only rule. One of these students,

a participant in Year I, proposed a reduction of the number

of special Junior-7ear courses. POT reasons given above (see

p. 43), this would be advisable only with an extraordinary

student body and therefore remains hypothetical. The Junior-

Year special courses are, at least in the first semester, the

core of the Program's curriculum. The second comment came from

a Group III student who suggested, "Perhaps if the students

selected were more independent and individualistic instead of

being typical conforming-type juniors such as found in high

schools, those obnoxious American, groups in the Mensa could

be avoided."

All but one of the comments referring to student selection

were to some extent connected with the. Nur-Deutsch-Prinzip.Three

of them explicitly urged the administration to exclude native

or near-native speakers of German (in the three years under
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consideration., five studentsmust be classified as such).

In one statements those who were fluent in German on arrival

were accused of "undermining the whole group se they did not

feel it necessary to put forth an effort." Another comment

called their presence a "drawback" rather. than,a "benefit."

They, above all were accused of violating the German-only

rule: "To those who found the language 'no challenge,' as they

.

put it, it seemed logical to speak English." Two former juniors

went so far as to request the expulsion of the notorious English.-

speakers It is revealing to read the explanation given by

one of the students frequently accused of this offense: "Some

say that I often spoke too much English. This is not true.

feel you cannot force a student to speak German. He should be

mature enough to know that his stay in Germany is that of a

student, but not a tourist." (Compare also pp. 36f. and 95.)

Some suggestions concerning the curriculum requested what

basically amounts to a more liberal handling of course select

ion. One student desired voluntary class attendance with the

passing of exams as the only requirement, while another sought

a broader participation of American students in university

seminars during the first semester. Both of these sugge6tions

merit attention, even though they could obviously be realized

only if the group sent abroad fully met the ideal standards of

an elite.

The fact that group travel was favorably mentioned as

often as five times among these general and concluding

considerations, points to the importance of this feature of



a junior-yearabroad program. The organized trips to the

Harz mountains and especialay to Berlin evidently made a

lasting impression on the students. They used adjectives like

"excellent," "most memorabl I ana not enjoyable." One student

advised all future Marburg juniors to join, whenever possible,

AStA (student union) sightseeing tours, because they afford,

as a most welcome by-Product, invaluable opportunities to

make friends with German Students.

:,-Some former Marburg juniors concluded their remarks with

a ifew words f thanks to the administration, They pointed. to

the better organization of the Program as compared to similar

enterprises they knew of and recommended the retention of

certain, features as, for example the low cost and the small

number of participants. What had become apparent in the evalu-

ative study undertaken at the end of the students' stay in

Europe, could now, ten months later, be seen even more clearly:

the former participants were enthusiastic about the unique

experience of their Junior-Year-in-Marburg and fully realized

that it had contributed decisively to their intellectual and

personal growth.
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1Stenhen,A. Freeman, UnderP:radUate Study Abroad, New York,

Institute of International Efaucatiori, 1964, op. 5-6. (Dr. Free-

man's concern has proved to be well founded. More Rod more

programs have been established, particularly in I:urouean

countries, and EUropean universities, especially German uni

versities, have taken steps to control this unhealthy develop--

ment. At the University of Marburg, for example, there are now

Sour Junior-Year nrograms, and the Akademisches Auslandsamt

feund.it necessary to up-grade entrance requirements for American

-undergraduates seeking. admission to the university. All of

them now must have a B average in all subjects, not only in

Germane-In addition, the written and oral language proficiency

examination, formerly required of .individual students only, now

,applies to organized groups as well.)

2The t-test is a statistical procedure to determine the

likelihood of the difference between two means occurring by

chance.

3From here on the following terms will be used to desig-

nate the degree of significance .found by the t- -test:

significant - occurring less than ten times out of

a hundred by chance

very significant - occurring less than five times out of

a hundred by chance

extremely significant - occurring less than once out of a

hundred by chance.
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.41t is probably justified to assume that the same students

who were so skeptical of Adenauer in 1965-66 have, in the

meantime, modified their attitude, as have most Germans, with

the broader perspective they have gained in the years after

his_death;

5This reputation has sometimes barred from the view of

the observer the university's broad front of liberals, Which

counterbalances or even outweighs the conservative elements.

This is evidenced in the responseS of our Groups I and II to

allegations made in a New York Times article of June 16, 1963,

entitled "Marburg a 1?.slic of Old Germany--University Town

Bastion of Intellectual ConservatiSm." In a special question-

naire, fourteen. of the New York Times correspondent's assertions

were rephrased as questions and presented to the students at the

end of their Marburg year. The results were indeed striking,

as can be seen from the following selection: Of the thirty-three

persons participating in the questioning, only eight agreed with

the New York Times in considering Marburg a "stronghold of

Germany's intellectual conservatism," twenty-one disagreed, and

four were undecided. Concerning the university, all but four

of our juniors (who had no opinion) were unanimous in rejecting

the article's contention that in comparison with other German

universities Marburg'savalues and customs [are) at best out -

moded," and with the exception of eight "undecided," both

groups strongly opposed the statement that members of conservative

fraternities with duelling scars, when strolling through the

city, are "accompanied obviously by the prettiest girls in
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town. " Twenty-five of the -111-ican visitors did act agree

that the tiapbu...17. stud-nnts 1.7(F.'e "molded to a proper conservative
rattern;" as (accoring. -to COrrr.::SpOnde4t) a diSi1-

111SiOnea former T.la:17. of essor had stated. With thi rty-one

as ap.;ainst onP "yes" ant::. one 'undecided" crar juniors

also ,repuiated the same prof,.:Jssor's chare that in Earburs
rn p'or-:; 'of -the cz future leadd-r's deliberately shIlrls%. '7

"..; yi.:7 ...-- ,
. .

contact-with modern .;d, " Tr contrast to the "'Jew York i:limes

article, ,,AdJA.Ch _Q' ii "Earburg has littLe significance as

a c.'ntr'r of' scientifi& study" and that ,its "strong faculties

'Ili German history and _thf., German language," the student

Poll -placed .'-medicine far lead followed in this order

by theology, ic, pnilosophy, German, political science,
- Eathemaolcs and 1 The view that "a survival of the,,..-

'Nazi Jpirit persists".-in Mar.burg was shored b, our of the young-..
-- Americans; twenty-one responded with a "no," and six indicated,

that- they were not ,SUr Several students Dointed out that one
, professor had. recently come under heavy attack -because of his

,.-record in the Nazi era. Repeated 'mention was also made of the

faet, that- Rolfgang Abendroth well7known , as a leading extreme-

left liberal 1.,:holds a chair in Uarburgt.S departMer_t of political

.,:.science:, _ :- ± --,2
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7A question concerning the existence of an honor system

at the Participants' home colleges may be a worthwhile

addition to future questioninRs.

8.Some .Junior-Year- programsrograms actually include in

their curriculum courses presented in English.

9in spite of this defeatist attitude, this young lady

in the meantime has completed her master's degree in German

with honors,

.An- extremely rare combination of pedagogical talent and

scholarly excellence account for this unique appointment.

11Each of these had clearly stated his intention not to

major in German in his original application.

12See footnote 1 for the new requirements stipulated by

-:.the University of Marburg.

13Lest this comment be misinterpreted, the reader should

know that the American students were distributed over the

evenly as feasible--an arrangement made by the

.cloormitOryadministration as a matter of standing policy. How-

eVer because of the large number of American students in

Marburg -(from other programs as well as ours), clustering of

AmeriCans .could hot be completely avoided.
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